
 

 

A g e nda  

M e d f o r d  P l a n n i n g  C o m m i s s i o n  

Special Study Session 

April 6, 2015 

12:00 noon 

Medford Room 
Room 330, City Hall 

411 West Eighth Street, Medford, Oregon 

10. Roll Call 

20. Urban Growth Boundary Amendment  file no. CP-14-114 

Topic: Discuss the 3/12/2015 hearing 

a. Introduce materials received during the two-week period the record was 
left open.  

b. Staff to respond to technical questions from Commissioners.  

c. Review the question of the 175 acre surplus (see 3/12 agenda packet, pp. 
355–60); provide direction to staff.  

d. Direct staff on what material (maps, print-offs, etc.) the Commission will 
need to craft a recommendation.  

e. Set a date to continue the meeting.  

30. Other information from staff 

40. Adjourn 
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Planni ng  De par tme nt  

C i t y  o f  M e d f o r d   

Working with the community to shape a vibrant and exceptional city 

MEMORANDUM  

SUBJECT UGB AMENDMENT Project—for April 6, 2015 Study Session 
FILE NO. CP-14-114  
TO Planning Commission 
FROM Joe Slaughter, Planner IV, Comprehensive Planning  
DATE April 2, 2015 

The Planning Commission considered City File number CP-14-114 (UGBA Phase 2: ESA 
Boundary Amendment) at its March 12, 2015 meeting. The Planning Commission heard 
a presentation of the staff report and opened the public hearing. More than 40 people 
testified in response to this item. 
 
The Commission closed the hearing after 4 ½ hours of testimony but kept the record 
open for the next 14 days. Anyone wishing to submit written comment to the Planning 
Commission was welcome to do so up until the March 26 deadline. 
 
At the end of the meeting, the Planning Commission voted to meet with staff at a 
special study session, to be held April 6, 2015, to further discuss the proposal prior to 
making a recommendation to City Council.  
 
Staff has compiled all of the written testimony submitted at the hearing and all of the 
written testimony submitted after the hearing through March 26, 2015.  
 
Staff has also created a table to help track challenges to the land need figures, a table 
showing acreage figures for each of the urban reserve subareas, a table and a map to 
help track the requests for inclusion that were received at the hearing, and drafted a 
memo to better explain how transportation was scored based on a memo from 
Kittelson and Associates. 
 
At the April 6 study session, staff from Planning, Public Works, Water Commission, and 
Parks Department will be available to answer questions for the Commission. Staff will be 
looking for direction on materials to prepare for the Commission to help them make a 
recommendation to the City Council.  
 
ATTACHMENTS 

 Exhibit A: Table of challenges to land need 

 Exhibit B: Table and map of inclusion requests 

 Exhibit C: Table showing acreage figures for each of the urban reserve subareas 

 Exhibit D: Transportation scoring memo 

 Exhibit E: Testimony submitted at the Mach 12 hearing 

 Exhibit F: Testimony submitted after the March 12 hearing  
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Exhibit A: Table of challenges to land need 
 
 
Challenges 
OSU                            Unbuildable to Developable                         22 acres 
1000 Friends              Golf course and schools                                18 acres 
1000 Friends              Double count public administration          135 acres 
Total                                                                                                   175 acres 
 
 
If all challenges are upheld the numbers would be adjusted as follows: 

 Number of Acres 
Total Expansion Proposal 3,948             3,773 
Developed or Unbuildable Land 402                    380 
Prescott Park and Chrissy Park 1,877 
Land for Future Development  
(Residential + Employment) 

1,669             1,516 

  
Residential Land Amount 1,032                879 
Low-Density Residential (UR) 885                   778 
Medium-Density Residential (UM) 27                        17 
High-Density Residential (UH) 120                      84 
  
Employment Land Amount 637 
Service Commercial (SC) 222 
Commercial (CM) 318 
General Industrial (GI) 90 
Heavy Industrial (HI) 7 
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Exhibit B: Table and map of inclusion requests 

 

 
Inclusion requests received at hearing 
Carlton MD-1 19 acres 
Grant MD-5 37 acres 
Mahar MD-5 273 acres        
Hansen            MD-5 97 acres 
Bergstrom MD-5 2.8 acres  

(would also include 
adjacent 6.6 acres) 

Total  435 acres 
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File no. CP-14-114, Urban Growth Boundary Amendment, Phase II 
4/6/2015  

 

Exhibit C. Table of acreages in Medford urban reserve and the amounts and types in staff recommendation 

urban 
reserve 
subarea 

Acres 
total 

Acres in staff 
recommendation 

Acres in staff recommendation 
Residential 

Acres in staff recommendation 
Employment 

UR UM UH Industrial 
Service 

Commercial 
Commercial 

MD-1 596 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MD-2 380 285 142 0 0 60 11 72 

MD-3 953 358 204 11 70 0 11 62 

MD-4 274 274 195 0 14 0 25 40 

MD-5 1790 670 319 17 28 64 144 81 

MD-6 145 85 0 0 0 29 12 44 

MD-7 209 209 124 0 0 0 51 34 

MD-8 55 55 39 0 0 0 0 16 

MD-9 132 132 95 5 16 0 0 16 

Totals 2069 1669 885 27 120 97 222 318 4/
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C i t y  o f  M e d f o r d   

Working with the community to shape a vibrant and exceptional city 

PC STUDY SESSION APRIL 6,  201 5 EXHIBIT D 

SUBJECT UGB Amendment Project—Supplement to March 12, 2015 staff report 
 Additional explanation of how staff translated transportation analyses into 

scoring maps 

FILE NO. CP-14-114  

TO Planning Commission 

FROM Joe Slaughter, Planner IV, Comprehensive Planning  

DATE April 6, 2015 

PROCESS 

Staff asked the consultant, Kittelson and Associates, and ODOT’s Transportation 
Planning Analysis Unit (TPAU) to model four different growth scenarios within the 
external study areas (ESAs). Maps of the four scenarios are on page 110 of the March 12 
hearing packet; they are part of draft technical memorandum no. 8 (TM-8) from 
Kittelson. Note that the models incorporated both the South Stage Road I-5 overpass 
and the new Highway 62 route. However, although Owen Drive was included in the 
model as an east–west connection to Foothill Road, Springbrook Road was not included 
as a north–south connection to East Vilas Road.  

The scenario evaluations on pages 111–117 have one common message: growth at the 
current level of service will require a lot of system upgrades no matter where it 
happens. Given that, a number of differences stand out from the evaluations:  

 The east side lacks a dense grid of streets; with fewer interconnections there are 
fewer route choices, forcing traffic onto just a few streets.  

 New north–south routes parallel to Highway 62 are needed in the northeast. 
 A north–south collector route parallel to Foothill–North Phoenix Road would be 

advisable on the east side.  
 The west side has a dense enough grid of streets to handle growth in vehicular 

traffic pretty well, but improvements to multi-modality are needed.  

With the evaluations in hand, staff worked around the map and scored large blocks of 
the ESAs on a five-tiered scale. The process involved a lot of backing up and re-
evaluating, a lot of looking at areas again and again in light of conclusions about other 
areas; in short, there were many iterations over a number of meetings. The next few 
sections summarize staff’s thinking about various sectors.  
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UGBA—staff report supplement—transportation scoring map  
File no. CP-14-114 
April 6, 2015 

 

 

NORTHEAST 

The Highway 62 corridor is more sensitive to growth than some other facilities. Staff 
originally considered giving both MD-1 and MD-2 the lowest score, but MD-2 was 
bumped up slightly because a Springbrook Road extension to East Vilas Road would 
provide an alternative to Crater Lake Highway (Hwy. 62). The MD-3 area was given a 
moderate score because connections through it would relieve pressure on Delta Waters 
Road.  

Staff continually wrestled with the inherent irony in these discussions: bringing in land 
to help alleviate a transportation problem also creates further demands on the 
transportation system. However, the urban reserve is exactly where the City decided it 
wanted to grow in the future, so staff concentrated on where extending the boundary 
would provide some capacity benefit, and not just put additional traffic on existing 
streets.  
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UGBA—staff report supplement—transportation scoring map  
File no. CP-14-114 
April 6, 2015 

 

 

SOUTHEAST 

Most of the areas in the southeast received low scores in the first go-around. It was 
obvious that North Phoenix Road will experience congestion no matter where 
development takes place in the urban reserve; it is an inevitable result of the growth 
that will occur in Medford and the surrounding communities as well. Note that the 
separate ESA parts of MD-5 are labeled 1–3 on the map for easier reference.  

Staff reasoned that MD-4 (Hillcrest Orchards) would benefit from an extension of Spring 
Street eastward to join a collector coming north off Hillcrest Road through MD-4. 
Instead of just putting more traffic on East McAndrews Road and Hillcrest Road, it would 
provide an alternative route through its own development and the development of 
Dunbar Farm.  

1 

2 

3 

Spring St. 

Hillcrest Rd. 

E. McAndrews Rd. 
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UGBA—staff report supplement—transportation scoring map  
File no. CP-14-114 
April 6, 2015 

 

MD-5.1 would likely not be able to provide through-connections due to topography, 
hence the moderate-low score. MD-5.2 would include an extension of East Barnett Road 
that would bend northward to join Cherry Lane where it oxbows southward, so staff 
assigned it a moderate score. MD-5.3, comprising the Centennial golf course and the 
parcels south of it, also received a moderate score on the assumption that the South 
Stage overpass of the interstate highway would draw off pressure from North Phoenix 
Road and East Barnett Road.  

 

SOUTHWEST 

Except for the segment of South Columbus Avenue between West 10th Street and 
Stewart Avenue, all the higher-order streets in this quadrant proved to have sufficient 
capacity for motor vehicles in all the modeling scenarios. In addition, MD-7 would allow 
the extension of South Holly Street to South Stage Road. Giving all the areas in this 
quadrant a high transportation score was an obvious choice for staff.  
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Exhibit E: Received at the 3/12/15 meeting 

Person/Group Area Page Number 

Order of speakers n/a 11 

Sign-in for meeting n/a 12 

Carlton MD-1 19 

Savage MD-3 20 

Hashimoto MD-4 22 

Vincent MD-5 23 

Hanson MD-5 25 

Hanson MD-5 29 

Hansen MD-5 33 

Hansen MD-5 36 

Hall MD-5 38 

Jones MD-5 39 

Group MD-9 52 

Galpin MD-9 63 

Brooks MD-9 68 
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Exhibit F: Received after the 3/12/15 meeting 

Person/Group Area Page Number 

Elliott MD-9 70 

Seeman MD-5 72 

Casebier MD-2 73 

Stevens MD-6 74 

Parks and Rec. Foundation MD-2 76 

Bauer General 77 

Gurschke General 79 

Andrews MD-5 80 

Witten MD-5 81 

Donneaud MD-5 82 

Savage Land Need 83 

Moro Land Need 85 

Medford Schools 549C MD-2 86 

Freel MD-8 87 

LaNier Wattier MD-2 91 

Fakhoury MD-5 107 

Desmond MD-7 110 

Desmond MD-3 113 

Ayala MD-7 & MD-8 115 

Knox MD-7 & MD-8 118 

Louks MD-5 128 

Hadrian MD-5 132 

Bowers MD-5 135 

Hathaway MD-5 137 

Kupillas et al (six letters) MD-5 140 

Woerner MD-4 155 

Woerner Density 187 

Thomas MD-8 191 

Savage MD-3 192 

Stone MD-5 195 

Mahar MD-5 200 

Brooks MD-5 203 

Mahar MD-5 208 

Jones MD-5 209 

Dew MD-5 210 
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~h T. Slaughter

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Importance:

Planning Department
Friday, March 13, 2015 7:43AM
John K. Adam; Joseph T. Slaughter
Jim E. Huber; Bianca L. Petrou; Terri L. Rozzana
FW: CP-14-1l4 (From MD9) - Comments against

High

RECEIVED

MAR 13 2015

PLANNING DEPT.

From: Jeff Elliott [mailto:jeefelliott1@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 20157:57 PM
To: Planning Deparbnent
Cc: Leslie Elliott
Subject: CP-14-114 (From MD9) - Comments against.

Dear Planning Commission,

I arrived early for the meeting held on March 12, 2015. I signed in to speak about the affect on our
neighborhood (MD-9) . Unfortunately, I was never asked to put my district on the sign-up sheet and
after listening to public testimony for over an hour I heard the announcement that you would be going
in order of district. This put my family in a bind, I signed up early, and then was relegated to the last
speaking positions.

Our street consists of single family dwellings that sit on properties ranging from 1/3 to 1/2 of an
acre. We obviously don't fit into the 6.6 homes per acre module that the city envisions. Would our
houses (approximately 50) be required by the city to be demolished to meet your agenda? Have you
done an environmental impact study on the wetlands surrounding our street? Did you know that 75%
of the home owners on Clover Lane do not want to be incorporated into Medford? As a 14 year
resident and home owner of 185 Clover Lane I need to tell you that I moved hear solely to be part of
County land.

Unfortunately, I wasn't able to express my concerns. What I did hear were from those folks in the
northern sections of Medford asking you to add them into your plan. So it seems you don't need
Clover Lane. We already have County sewer services, we have public transportation, we have a
quiet safe neighborhood. What we don't have are the problems that exist on the other side of Lozier
Lane (higher crime, cars speeding down the streets, and higher taxes). Add that to the fact that you
need to fix Lozier Lane and remove the barrier that prevents flow of traffic from Plum Street; it's
extremely short sighted to plan on having an adverse affect on long time home owners who opted for
a peaceful life.

It seemed the only justification given for MD-9 was to "balance out the averages." In other words, you
want our money for City services . I would highly suggest you hold a public meeting just to
address the area know as MD-9.

Again, I'm happy to see those neighbors who endorse your plan for their own areas, but throwing all
areas into one vote is extremely unwise.

Sincerely,

1
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Jeffrey P Elliott
185 Clover Lane

2
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Heide Seeman
3472 Blue Blossom Dr.
Medford Or 975004

Medford Planning Department I Commissioners.
200 South Ivy Street,
Medford, OA 97501

Growing Pains?

March 15.2015
RECEIVED

MAR 18 2015

PLANNING DEPT.

Some twenty years ago lot of time and money had gone into the South East Study Plan.
A school, bike paths, a wonderful Main street concept with living quarters above shops and
walkable neighborhoods with connectivity to green spaces, an overall very livable and desirable
neighborhood plan within a limited agricultural area South of Cherry-Lane.
Unfortunately that plan seems to have gone by the wayside, looking at what has sprung up
instead in form of a typical subdivision just South of Cherry Lane.
" The South East Plan would compete with downtown Medford/" we planning commissioners
were finally told.
Naumes sold their "none producing" orchard West of North Phoenix road to PAS (Manor) . They
in turn planned to build a golf course pending a "conditional use permitl"
Planning departments know what that means: Golf courses are only built because they produce
expensive building lots along the way. (Cedar Links comes to mind)
Do we really want a sea of more manor like housing and an almost gated community in this
lovely valley?

(~(fLL~
Heide Seeman
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From: Rob [mailto:vspproducts@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2015 3:50 PM
To: Planning Department
Subject: Urban expansion

~h T. Slaughter

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Planning Department
Thursday, March 19, 2015 7:32 AM
Joseph T. Slaughter
John K.Adam
FW: Urban expansion

RECEIVED

MAR 1r 2015

PLANNING DEPT.

Sirs,

I own property on the North side of Vilas Road across from the proposed Coker Butter Project and would like to approve
of my property being included within the upcoming ugb expansion . I would strongly oppose removal from the
expansion per Corey Crebbin's remarks "the boundary should not end on a street or road resulting in a half improved
roadway" and my concerns of our agricultural activities being within close proximity of a residential housing
development. Currently we are subject to extreme light pollution from the Butler car lots located at the corner of Hwy
62 and Vilas and suspect that a housing development to the South would add to this inconvenience.

Sincerely,

Rob Casebier
1835 EastVilas Road
Central Point, Oregon

rob@vspproducts.com

VSP Products Co., Inc
541·608-4082
Fax 541·608·4083

1
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RICHARD STEVENS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 4368 100 E. Main St., Suite 0 E-mail: cstevensrii;mind.net
Medford. OR 9750 I Phone: (541) 773-2646 Website: rsaoregon.com

Fax: (541) 858-8947

Medford Planning Commission
City of Medford
411 W. Eighth Street
Medford, OR 97501

RE: CP-14-114 (MD-6)

Dear Commissioners,

March 24, 2015

RECEIVED

MAR242015

PLANNING DEPT.

This letter is provided to further clarify comments made at the public hearing by the
residents along Starlight Lane. First the Planning Commission was correct in their response that
there will be no changes to their individual properties along Starlight Lane until they apply for
annexation and then a change ofzoning. In addition, Starlight Lane can not and will not be
improved to urban standards until those properties are within the City of Medford jurisdiction.
The owners of Tax Lot 4800 and the Harry& David Packing facility will not need to use
Starlight Lane for any future development plans.

Another comment made was regarding Gore Creek that traverses the property to the east
of the proposed inclusion area. This site, Tax Lot 2900, is currently within the Urban Growth
Boundary for the City of Medford. There will be no impact on the creek with the inclusion of
this area ofMD-6 and any future development. The future development ofTax Lot 2900 and
possibly any improvements for the Harry& David properties will have to address this matter
with any development plans.

The proposed area for inclusion represents approximately 71 acres for future commercial
and industrial opportunities. The inclusion of this 71 acres will enhance public health and safety
for the vicinity of employment lands. Additional public street connectivity can be provided with
these lands. A new commercial street can connect to Anton Drive toward the north and an
east/west commercial street can be proposed to connect with the lands to the east.

The City of Medford established an analysis of candidate lands for evaluation, "ESA
Scoring". The applicable ESA identifications are ESA 6101 and ESA 6302. The public facilities
and utilities are either already existing within the proposed inclusion area or are in close
proximity to be extended to the area to serve the future development of this employment area.

The Public Works Department scored this area as very feasible for future development
and not having a significant impact on the local transportation system. Street connectivity can be
accomplished with the identified inclusion properties, enhancing public safety for alternative
routes to and from the Harry and David facilities and the properties to the east. The Public
Works Department scored this area with the highest rating for safety and capacity.

Page 1
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The Public Works Department also analyzed the public sanitary sewer for the subject area
and determined that providing sewer service is very feasible . There is currently sanitary sewer
service provided within the inclusion area and to the Harry and David Operations. The Public
Works Department scored this area for inclusion with the highest rating being able to provide
sanitary sewer.

The Medford Water Commission also analyzed this inclusion area for the existing potable
water system. With the inclusion of the identified area of MD-6, it is very feasible to provide a
looped water system from South Stage Road to Anton Drive to ensure adequate water pressure
and delivery for this future employment area.

This 7I acre area planned for future employment opportunities is situated adjacent to
other industrial and commercial operations. The potential for future development as a master
plan with neighboring lands or a joint venture is very feasible. The conceptual site plan
demonstrates that this portion ofMD-6 is very feasible and an orderly Medford UGB expansion
request.

Based on the information prepared by the City of Medford for the evaluation of public
facilities, the subject inclusion area received the highest ratings. Based on this information, the
applicants are in agreement with Planning Staff that this portion of MD-6 should remain as
proposed for inclusion into the Medford Urban Growth Boundary. This proposed inclusion area
is an excellent area that should be included within the Medford UGB for future commercial and
industrial development opportunities, for the next 20-year planning horizon.

Richard Stevens & Associates, Inc.
Clark Stevens

Page 2
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~

edfordParks
& RECREATION FOUNDATION

March 25, 2015

Jim Huber, Planning Director
City of Medford - Planning Department
Lausmann Annex

Dear Mr. Huber,

RECEIVED

MAR ~ 52015

PLANNING DEPT.

The Medford Parks and Recreation Foundation Board approved a Gift Pledge Agreement
with Coker Butte Development, LLC (Coker Butte) on February 18, 2015. This agreement
would provide to the Foundation approximately 23.5 acres of real property that
eventually would be developed into parks for the City of Medford.

The Foundation would pass this gift to the City of Medford upon receiving title from
Coker Butte and construction of the parks and trails would become the responsibility of
the Parks and Recreation Department.

As mentioned in a previous letter, the Foundation Board voted to support the inclusion
ofthe Coker Butte project within the City of Medford's current Urban Growth Boundary
process.

The Foundation is a non-profit 501 (c)(3) that's mission is to support the City of
Medford's Leisure Services Plan. The proposed 23.5 acres of open space that can serve
as parks and trails are identified within this plan.

Sincerely,

Joe Brett, President
Medford Parks and Recreation Foundation

P.O. Box 124 ~~ Medford, OR 97501 ~~ 541-774-2400
www.medfordparksfoundation.org ~~ parks@medfordparksfoundation.org
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MedfordPlanning Commission,
JohnAdams and Joe Slaughter
Subject: Urban Growth Boundary.

RECEIVED

MAR 25 2015

PLANNING DEPT.

I have several concerns about opening up the Urban GrowthBoundary. I am concerned about
traffic and crime, climate change and pollution, water supply, wildlife and wetlands. These
concernscome from a position of quality of life issue. How is this expansionof the urban
growth boundarygoing to make the lives ofthe residents ofMedford better. I have not heard
any benefits. Many of these problems are not just in Medford, but all over the USA.

The traffic and crime issue should be addressed by the Tim George, Medford's Police Chief. If
he has given his response I have not heard it. Right now on any week day between4PM and
6PM, all over our town you can witness traffic hazards made by reckless drivers. I was at the
comer ofMcAndrews and Crate Lake and the signal went out for about 30 minutes. The people
just crazy. They were driving on people's front yards, they were makingright turns in a left turn
only lane, some were not stopping at all. How a accidentdid not happen is a miracle. Today I
was on Highlandand Barnett and here comes these guys doing 60 miles per hour. This is a
difficult issue to solve because you can not have a officer at every comer in the city. Is more
cars going to make this situation any better?At the very least, a independent traffic study is
needed.

The crime issue might be highlightedby the recent national listing ofMedford has one ofthe
highest crime increase rates in the country. I know that statistics can be skewed in different
directs, but it does mean we do have a problem ofwhich I do not have a solution,but does
increasingthe populationmake this any better?

The Climate Change issue is hotly debated, but have you noticed our winters are not getting as
cold as they used get? The past few summers have been as hot as they usually are either and we
not getting our usual snow pack in the mountains. How about we side with caution and make
sure each new house has solar cells as well as lot of trees in between the houses. What would
be wrong with that? Last year the United States Environment ProtectionAgency has predicted
that California, Nevada,New Mexico,Arizona will be in a Mega Drought for the next few
years. The SouthernOregon region is very close to Californiaand look what happened to our
snow pack. Also, look what happened to the Ashland snow pack. Does increasingthe
populationhelp with this issue?

On a similar issue is air pollution.As you know we are in a valley and mountains around us
trap the pollution. Some days we have "Bad Air Days!" and this is a complicated issue too. I
suggest none of these new homes have wood burning fireplaces because that is a huge source
ofpollution. My suggestion of trees and solar cells would help that issue, but we need more
solutions. How many elderly people in this valley all ready have breathingproblems? I know
some of the sport coaches have some of their kids have asthma. Just talk with the American
Lung Association. One solution might be make more stringent smog test, but that would have
to come from the state.
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Another problem is forest fires. You have the air pollution problem and you have a possible fir
. problem. Has the fire Chiefbeen consulted with this potential problem. A solution might be

make a fire break in between some of the houses. With the Bad Air Days and then forest fires,
do you really think a lot tourists will come to Medford?

The next problem is water supply. I know the Medford Water Commission has signed off on a
lot of these projects, but have they signed offon all these projects put together. I have no idea.
Another problem of low density housing causes more use ofwatering.

I live next to marsh area and then the Centennial Golfcourse. They are lot of birds (Quail,
Pheasant, Canadian Geese and a few hawks,) coyotes at night and a few jack rabbits. I
mentioned in March 12 meeting that these creatures would be lost and you agreed. Can
anything be done so that very few of these creatures lose their lives and their habitat? Our area
has a wide variety ofplant and animal life, but development will cause a negative effect. This is
a problem for all of the USA and not just Medford.

Also, because I live so close to the marsh area (actually a rain runoff pipe runs under my
property and then a neighbors property as well and empty"s into the marsh only a few feet from
our property. What happens to this pipe? Unfortunately I was not notified of a meeting on
March 18 2015 of the planning Commission or I would have presented this problem to them. I
do not know their plans.

One last it is the Pacific Retirement Service is planning a large development on the marsh area.
Are there any plans of including the Larson Creek path? I have heard Pacific Retirement
Service is objecting to increasing the lower end of the path. How about making that a
requirement that they stop blocking that path? One last issue is few areas at the end honor and
Misty lanes that abuts the Manor properties. These few acres could be developed a lot easier
because they are within the city limits. Why is the Manor not forging ahead with this property?

The last subject is urban sprawl. I moved here from the San Francisco Bay area and many
places you can not tell one town from another. They have developed all the space in between
each town. Do we want Medford, Ashland, Talent, Phoenix, Central Point, Eagle Point to
become one long town? It causes more people to make longer commutes (according to the
Sierra Club, the average American is behind the wheel for eight 55 hour work weeks a year.

In conclusion, I do have a few suggestions, but not many answers. I look forward in working
together.

~~~
Bruce Bauer
1249 La Loma
Medford, Oregon 97504
PO Box 1604
Medford, Oregon 97501
541-821·1823
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Medford Planning Commission
Subject: Urban Growth Boundary

~"ECEIVED

MAR 25 2015

PLANNING DEPT.

11m writing this letter because 11m concerned about the development that will be taking place and
wanted to bring to attention asconcerns of polluted water consumption that is to be used to build
and construct all these homes and businesses and then since we have had problems with drought
each year is getting worse. I think you should take concerns over private land use that farmers
need to produce crops and not take that away and make sure that not everything in this City so
condensed that there will be running out of water even for the salmon runs and will not be
protected. I went to one of the meetings the first of development but I did not get to go to the
wetland meeting and I was very concerned about pushing the wild life out and nothing to
contribute to that situation also.
I have noticed that in some cases that air Quality of pollution build up has set in and when so
many people come into the valley it is hard to control all situations on that level. I lived in LA and I
know what impact that seemed to case and smog so thick and then more gangs taking over in
areas where police will have a hard time trying to stop gangs and violence. This City now has the
reputation of crime rising. I moved to Oregon to get away from the smog and violence and feel
now not safe and concern over clear air or water and water ways for fish might be destroyed if to
many people move into the valley and there so vulnerable now how can you assure that people
will follow the rules and not try to destroy what is beautiful. I thought that Solar could possibly
help when the businesses come that would be built so that it insures to keep cleaner air quality.
What is done now has to do with the future of all of Oregon's and we need to be a partner in

showing that this City will conserve all that we can to protect our quality of life. I know that the
marsh land that is to be part of the Urban Growth Boundary and to be subject to construction all
that is taken away and made to planning and development. Then coyotes and Quail, Doves,
pheasants, will be pushed off the land we have many a wildlife now in danger. I wish you would
consider and help protect these things and that is why I'm writing you. Climate Change, Pollution,
smog, water ways land flsh, violence, wildlife, over development and mountains being homes
taking over all the beauty in sight. The police are having a hard time now trying to keep up with
the crimes here and traffic control. I like the dog park and hopes that that to will not be taken out
for the public does want that to stay also Some of the public wanted to know when the meetings
were and did not get the chance to go to them, so I hopes that the public will be notified. I to have
concerns over homeless and nothing so far mentioned and need some shelters for them.

Thank you for taking time out to read my letter,

BarbaraGurschke

rl~ /r
, '--Ul.D4YL<?L-,r!jt~'L

1242 La Loma Drive,
Medford, Oregon
P.O. Box4134
Medford, Oregon, 97501
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Dear Planning Commissioners
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My name is Mike Witten. I am a real estate broker in Medford and live in the

South East Planned Community of Summerfield.

When we bought our home in Summerfield, our understanding was that the

South East Plan would include various residential developments that would

extend east on Cherry Laneto the future planned Chrissey Park. We also

understood with that plan, to include walking/hiking path ways from the existing

development of the South East Plan to the Chrissey Park area, thus forming a

continuity to all the residential developments of the South East Plan.

I now hear that a portion of the land to the east of the existing Summerfield

Development is not within the Urban Growth Boundary of Medford and cannot

be developed to allow that continuity. Medford is in the process of expanding

their Urban Growth Boundary to allow room for growth for the next 25 years. I

understand that the developer/owner of that connective land has applied for

inclusion into the Medford Urban Growth Boundary.

As a real estate broker I hear with enthusiasm from home buyers about the

desirability of the Summerfield area and the existing and future amenities of the

South East Plan. Without the connective continuity to the lands to the east and to

the Chrissey Park area the developments of the South East Plan will not realize

their full potential.

I strongly encourage your recommendation to include this property into the

Urban Growth Boundary. It 15 an integral part of a proven plan demonstrated by

the highly successful and desirable Summerfield subdivision.

Thank you for your consideration.

Mike Witten

3821 Fieldbrook Ave.

Medford, Or 97504
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March 24, 2015

To: Medford Planning commision

My husband and I bought our home In Summerfield in 2005. He had been diagnosed with

advanced prostate cancer and wanted to leave me as comfortable and secure as possible. One

of the factors Influencing our decision was certainly location and easy accessto the amenities In

this part of Medford as well as the development itself. Mahar Inc. has a stellar reputation In the

development of his properties and the value included in the neighborhood.

My main form of exercise Is walking, Our streets are quiet and uncluttered. Chrissy Park was

on the drawing board when we bought our home. Along with the park there are plans for

walking tralls and some open space. When I am out walking I meet lots of neighbors for the

first time. The neighborhood Is always the first topic of conversation. As we exchange

Information It usually comes up that they told their agent that they wanted to see everything

for sale in Summerfield. Our reputation has proceeded us In the valley.

I read the recent article in the Mail-Tribune concerning future growth, the urban growth

boundry, along with a mapof my area. Now it appears uncertain that the original plan for

southeast Medford will come to fruition If some parts are excluded from the UGB. Idon't

understand the reasoning behind this decision. We are privilaged to have a first rate

developer/builder who is committed to improving our standard of living while expanding this

area. Pleasedon't let this plan die. I also look forward to the retail village across from the fire

station.

Please remember that real people, friends and neighbors, inhabit those littlegrid marks on a
map.

Thank you for your consideration, your time, and your service to the citizens of Medford.

Sincerely,

1J;;jaA~
Barbara Donneaud

1
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March 26, 2015

City of Medford Planning Commission

CSA Planning, Ltd
4497 Brownridge. Suile 101

Medford. OR 97504

Telephone 541 .779.0569
Fox 541 .7790114

Mlke@CSAplennlng net

RE: usa Amendment Land Need I Acreages

Dear Commissioners,

Please accept this letter into the record for the City of Medford Proposed Legislative Amendment
to include lands within the Urban Growth Boundary.

At pages 353 through 361 of the Planning Commission record, a letter submitted by 1000
Friends of Oregon questions whether the numbers relied upon in the proposed amendment are to
some degree double-counted. The letter also raises questions about whether comprehensive
plan elements adopted already by the City are properly considered as acknowledged by the
State. In particular, the letter states that OLCO by letter rejected as incomplete Housing Element 
adopted by the City in 2010. This firm was contracted by City to assist in preparing and
Economic Opportunities Analysis and the resulting Economy Element as adopted in 2008 as well
as with its 2010 Housing Element Update. The following should be of assistance in
considering at least some of the questions:

• As a city with a population of over 25,000, Medford could not utilize the "safe harbor"
assumptions available for smaller cities at OAR 660-024-0040(10). A larger city such as
Medford required to study the actual development patterns and trends to form the basis
for future land need projections. A comparison to uniform "safe harbor" rules was not a
relevant standard of review.

• The letter states that some of the employment needs have been double-counted. In
particular, the letter questions the identified land need in residential area to accommodate
pieces of employment (city, county, state, federal, and other public agency lands) . The
letter asserts that such need was already captured in the Economic Element. That is
in c o rre ct. Both the Housing Element and the Economy Element properly recognize
existing development patterns where some commercial uses occur in residential lands
and some residential uses occur in commercial lands. Indeed, among the largest
employers in the region - in fact in any region - are the school districts. Much
employment occurs in residential areas besides schools. There are non-profit groups,
day care centers, religious institutions, fire station, and more in abundance that are not
fully accommodated - or even principally in many cases - within traditional employment
land designations. In fact, it is only recently that the City of Medford updated its code to
allow for public schools to consider siting in commercial zones through conditional use
permitting. Even then, the local school district's site selection standards would not
normally allow siting in commercial areas for standard schools. The recent revisions
were really directed at charter schools that serve a wider geographic base than a
neighborhood public school.

• It is not unlikely that there will be a need for additional civic buildings. Several have been
constructed or are now underway - projects that were initiated after the comprehensive
plan elements in question were already adopted. The public sector is, in fact, amongst
the largest sources of land development project in any community. Some of these
projects occur in commercial and industrial lands, and a fair amount also occur in
residential lands. These were not double-counted but appropriately accounted for in each
of the respective elements.

• The Housing Element was adopted by Ordinance 2010-250 through a Post
Acknowledgement Plan Amendment (PAPA) process and was properly noticed in that
manner. It was not adopted and forwarded to OLCO for review and acknowledgment in
the manner of Periodic Review as is indicated in the reference heading of OLCO letter
(referring to OLCO File No. Medford PAPA 008-09). The DLCD Director's assertion in the
letter that it should have been combined with an Urban Growth Boundary Amendment
and forwarded to OLCO for review in the manner of Periodic Review did not change the
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fact that the adoption and notice of decision as a PAPA had already occurred, triggering a
21 day appeal period that neither OLCO nor any other party bothered to appeal to LUBA.
In that situation, it is my understanding that a PAPA is considered acknowledged by
operation of statute as then in effect if the appeal period lapses without any notice of
intent to appeal being filed. I recommend that you request that the City's legal counsel
review the manner of adoption and notice for the projects in question and consider the
distinction between a PAPA and a Periodic Review task completion. If these elements
are in fact acknowledged as final PAPA actions, the City would still retain the ability to
amend them again as part of the current process - but it behooves all concerned to have
a full and accurate understanding of the actual current status of those "foundation"
elements. The OLCO and 1000 Friends letters do not provide a full explanation on that
matter.

• Statewide Planning Goal 2 otherwise requires land use decision to be based on a
jurisdictions adopted and acknowledged comprehensive plan provisions. Reliance on the
adopted comprehensive plan element is both appropriate and necessary unless they too
are being revised. To challenge adopted components of the Housing Element appears
to be an untimely collateral attack on a final land use decision.

• The City's recent process to increase efficiencies within the existing UGB by amending
various Selected Area Lands (SAL's) was also adopted by Ordinance and noticed as a
post-acknowledgment plan amendment. Because those changes were not appealed, it is
my understanding that they can and should be relied upon as well.

In short, the City's numbers relied upon for the proposed Urban Growth Boundary Amendment
are not over-estimated. In-fact, it is very possible that the numbers actually underestimate the
amount of land need. For example, the Housing Element is based on development that occurred
through 2008. Based on a cursory examination of Assessment records, approximately 680 lots
(on some 132 acres) have a year-built value greater than or equal to 2009. While it is likely that
some of the improvements were replacement improvements. it is also likely that most of the
improvements were new. I only point this out as an example. I do not suggest the City undergo
a new study to account for or re-evaluate their buildable lands inventory. I strongly recommend
the city rely on their current adopted Comprehensive Plan .

Very truly yours,

CSA Planning, Ltd.

~~
Michael Savage
Associate
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TONIA L MORO
ATTORNEY AT LAW PC

March 26, 2015

Medford Planning Commission
200 South Ivy Street
Medford, OR 97501

Subject: File No. CPA-14-114, VGB Boundary Amendment

Dear Medford Planning Commission:

19 South Orange Street
Medford, OR 97501
(541) 973-2063

I am writing regarding the VGB amendment under consideration and would like you to include
this letter in the record.

I have had the opportunity to review the comments submitted by Greg Holmes of 1000 Friends
ofOregon and I join those comments. I urge the commission to correct the errors he identifies.
As understood the errors have resulted in the proposed amendment's inclusion of more land than
can be justified. Moreover, at minimum the proposed expanded boundary should not include
more than 40% of the 7,840 acres within the current VGB and urban reserves (the 50 year
projected need). As a result, some land will need to be removed from the proposal.

Thank you for your attention and please notify me at the address above of any decisions or future
hearings or meetings on this amendment proposal.

Yours truly,

Tonia Moro
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Office ofthe PLANNING DEPT.
ChiefOperations Officer

March 19, 2015

Dear City Councilors, Planning Commissioners, and Staff:

On behalf of Medford School District 549C, I want to again express the District's support for the inclusion of MD-2
in the urban growth boundary.

I have heard testimony from other property owners stating that their properties are ideal for school sites.
However, the only property currently located within the City's urban reserves with a binding and executed
agreement for the donation of a school site to the Medford School District is the Coker Butte Development, LLC
property In MD-2. Simply put, If the entirety of the property identified as Map 371W05 Tax Lots 202, 300, 600
and 900 Is included in the UGB,then the District receives 20 acres for a school site. This Is very Important to the
District because our projected growth patterns identify a need for a school in that area in the near future. If we
are unable to procure this site as a donation, we will likely need to seek a bond to pay for a land acquisition. Land
acquisitions generally become cost prohibitive to us once they are brought into the city boundary. The site is
Important enough to the District that the District adopted it into the District's facilities plan. The District Is open to
considering additional suitable site locations in the future, If they become available.

It should be noted that other property owners with land currently included In the City's urban reserves have
verbally offered to donate a school site to the District. We evaluated this potential site, but found It did not meet
the District's needs, and politely declined to negotiate an agreement with them. We are not interested in
entering into donation agreements for school property when the proposed property Isnot a good fit for the
District. Inclusion of the Coker Butte Development, LLC property in the UGBprovides a public benefit by meeting
our needs in that area.

Brad L. Earl
Chief Operations Officer
Medford School District 549C
815 S Oakdale
Medford OR97501

cc: Dr. Brian T. Shumate, Superintendent
Thaddeus G. Pauck, Attorney

815 S. Oakdale Ave • Medford • Oregon • 97501 • (541) 842-5007 • FAX: (541) 842-1088
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Freel & Associates, LLC
C. David Freel
P.O.Box587
Shady Cove, Oregon 97539
541-830-3930 Office
541-830-3917 Fax

March 26, 2015

Medford Planning Commission
200 South Ivy Street
Medford, OR 97501

RE: File No. CPA-14-114, UGB Boundary Amendment

Dear Medford Planning Commission:

The purpose of this letter is to submit my support regarding the UGB amendment that is
currently in front of you. My property is located in MD-8 and as of March 12,2015 the
Medford Planning Staff has recommended our inclusion into your UGB.

I wanted to take this opportunity to express my undeniable support for the inclusion of
MD-8. Staff has done a great job sifting through enormous amounts of data to provide to
you a sound recommendation that can be defended. It appeared to be a common
consensus at that meeting that the amount of land that can be brought into the UGB is
based on objective quantitative data. We also understand an additional 175 acres has to
be removed from the existing proposed inclusion areas. MD-8 should not be one of the
areas to be considered for removal.
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According to the staff report, statewide regulations require that plans shall encourage the
availability ofadequate numbers of needed housing units at price ranges and rent levels
which are appropriate with the financial capabilities ofOregon households and allow for
flexibility ofhousing location, type, and density. Not everyone can afford to live in the
southeast/east area of Medford. The location of this project is close to South Medford
High School and is within walking and biking distance ofa multitude ofother amenities
near this area.

This property is also surrounded by the current UGB. On the scoring system provided by
Staff this area scored the highest in EVERY category, with the exception of parcel size.
However, that should not be the sole consideration for this area, as seen below much of
this land is vacant and I can assure you that working together to achieve a cohesive plan
can be achieved.

The inclusion of this area will provide for a more streamlined ability to continue street
connectivity consistent with the grid pattern already in place.
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This area can easily connect to existing sewer lines.

The area is also equipped to easily connect to existing water lines.
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In an attempt to not have you undated with information that has already been provided to
you by Staffand other owners within this area, simply put, this area is ready for
development today. This area is consistent with the density standards of the Regional
Plan Element ofyour Comprehensive Plan and meets the state requirements for inclusion
into the UGB. Services are readily available as seen above and can provide for high
density and affordable housing, which is much needed in the southwest area of Medford.

We respectfully request you continue to support Staff's recommendation for the inclusion
of MD-8. This area is an excellent candidate for inclusion due to its ability to be
consistent with Statewide Planning Goals , RPS and the City's Comprehensive Plan.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter and for the opportunity to comment prior
to your recommendation to the City Council.

Sincerely,

Dave Freel
Freel & Associates
PO Box 587
Shady Cove, OR 97539
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RICHARD STEVENS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box4368 100E.Maln sc,Suite 0 [-mail: meganrsa@mind.net
Medrord, OR 97501 Phone: (S4I) 773·2646 Website: rsaoregon.com

Fnx:(S41)858~947

March 26, 2015

Medford Planning Commission
City of Medford, Lausmann Annex
200 South IvyStreet
Medford, OR97601

RE: File No. CPA-14-114
Phase 2 - UGB Amendment

Dear Chairman McFadden and Planning Commissioners,

RECEIVED

MAR 262015

PLANNING DEPT.

The purpose of this letter is for Coker Butte Development LLC to respectfully request that
the Planning Commission support the recommendations prepared by the Planning
Department Staff in regards to the Urban Reserve Area identified as MD-2. Acomplete
discussion and support of our proposal is found on pages 193 - 234 of the record and
attached to this letter.

Coker Butte
Development Area

This area has a very well thought out and engineered design plan that meets the applicable
urbanization criteria in the UGB amendment process. Furthermore. the property owners
are determined to uphold their commitments for donating a 2o-acre school site! and
donating approximately 23.5 acres of land to the Parks Foundation (attached as Exhibit A),
as can be seen by the adopted agreements signed by all parties for these donations.

1 School Agreement is found on pages 228-234 of the record.

Page 1
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It should be noted that our agreement with the Medford Parks Foundation was submitted
to Staff on March 3, 2015, and for whatever reason was not included into the Agenda
Packet as was requested by our Firm. Therefore, attached as Exhibit A is a copy of the
letter given to Staff and the Agreement for the park land.

The purpose for these agreements was to ensure that these commitments would be carried
out in the event the property is to ever change ownership. To date, we understand that
ours is the only property that has these agreements in place, which have been adopted by
the Medford School District 549C and the Medford Parks Foundation.

Currently, the Medford Parks Leisure Service Plan shows a need for parks in this area and
also a need for a trail system for connectivity throughout this project and beyond-,

With the type of development proposed in the Conceptual Plan, a school location in this
area would be very beneficial. With the integrated trail system proposed by Medford Parks
in the eastern boundary of the subject tract, walking and biking to school will be a safe
accessible option for everyone within this area.

As for the appropriate scoring Staff prepared, the subject tract scored very well for
proximity, parcel size and sewer connections. As seen on the Conceptual Plan in Exhibit B,
there is a sewer connection approximately 200 feet from the property boundary along East
Vilas Road and gas connectivity 50 feet from the property.

As for transportation, our traffic engineer Kim Parducci with Southern Oregon
Transportation Engineering, LLC, evaluated our property and scored it as a 3 or 4, not 2 as
identified on Staffs maps. Medford Public Works clarified that the evaluation they relied on
was done for a larger area (MD-1, MD-2 and MD-3), not specific areas, which would more
accurately determine the true scoring for each area. Furthermore, Ms. Parducci' s analysis
of our property determined:

"Its [the area] only deduction is its close proximity to OR 62 and Vilas Road, but
its reliance on those facilities is reduced because of the strong additional north
south connectivity ofthe re-aligned Crater Lake Avenue and Springbrook Road
through the site. This will help alleviate the need to use OR 62 and still allow
connection to Coker Butte Road, Vilas Road, Owens Drive and Delta Waters."3

An RVTD Bus Route! is also very close-by with a bus stop located just north of East Vilas
Road for additional transportation options.

2 SeeExhibit B for the Medford ParksTrail Map with the subject property identified, and for the Conceptual Plan
Map.
3 Technical Memo found on pages 218-219 of the record .
4 Exhibit B

Page 2
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Water is also readily available, and a new 12" water main is located within 100 feet of the
property line.

As can be seen on the Conceptual Plan as discussed herein, our site is "shovel ready" for
development once the property comes into the City. This project has so many key
components that are a benefit for the City, and is an ideal candidate for inclusion into the
Medford UGB because of its mixed-use design, compliance with residential densities, and
conformity with the allocated percentages of uses for the MD-2 area, along with the formal
agreements with Medford's Parks and Recreation Foundation, and School District 549C to
gift land for an adopted future school site, neighborhood and community parks, and a Parks
connective trail systems.

Again, we encourage you to support Staffs recommendation in regards to MD-2, and we
appreciate you time and efforts in this matter.

Sincerely,

Richard Stevens & Associates, Inc.
Megan LaNier Wattier - Principal

5 Please refer to letters of support from City of Medford Parksand Medford Park Foundation on pages 214-216 of
the record .
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Exhibit A
Parks Agreement

Letter to Staff for inclusion into the Record

RECEIVED

MAR 26 2015

PLANNING DEPT.
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RICHARD STEVENS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 4368 100 E. !\lain sr, Suite 0 E-mail: meganrsa.gimlnd.net
Medford, OR 97501 Phone: (Soil)773·2646 Website: rsaoregon.com

FllX: (Soil) 858-8947

February 24, 2015

Joseph Slaughter, Planner IV
City of Medford Planning Department
200 South Ivy Street
Medford, Oregon 97501

RE: File No. CPA-14-114

Dear Mr. Slaughter,

MAR 26 2015

PLANNINGDEPT.

On February 5, 2015 we met to discuss our project in MD-2 south of Vilas Road and we
submitted our narrative and conceptual plan to be entered into the record for the above file. The
purpose of this letter is to supplement that plan with the signed agreement to donate all 23.5
acres of our open space to Medford Parks and Recreation Foundation and eventually to City of
Medford Parks and Recreation.

Attached is a copy of that signed agreement. Should you have any questions please do
not hesitate to call or email me. Thank you for your time in this matter, you have all done a great
job on an important and complex project.

Sincerely,

Richard Stevens & Associates, Inc.
Megan LaNier Wattier - Principal
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GIFT PLEDGE AGREEMENT

ThisGiftPledge Agreement is entered intothi~ dayof~ 2015, by
and between Coker Butte Development, LLC, anOregon limitedIia~andO'Side
Industry, LtC, a California Limited Liability Company (Coker Butte Development, LLC and
O'SideIndustry, LLC are hereinafter collectively referred to as "CokerButte"), and Medford
Parks andRecreation Foundation, Inc. (hereinafter referred toas the"Foundation").

WHEREAS, Coker Butte owns real property inJackson County, Oregon that would be
beneficial for future park land;

WHEREAS, Coker Butte desires to convey real property to the Foundation as a gift on
certain conditions and following certain conditions precedent;

WHEREAS, the Foundation desires to receive a gift ofreal property from CokerButte in
accordance with theterms ofthisagreement;

WHEREAS, theparties acknowledge that there arevarious conditions precedent that
must occurpriorto any gift conveyance to theFoundation andthatFoundation's cooperation and
support for those conditions shall benecessary;

NOW, WHEREFORE, theparties agree as follows:

1. Asprovided herein, Coker Butte agrees to giftapproximately 23.5 acres of real property
(the"Gift Property") to the Foundation within one yearoftbe completion ofall
Conditions Precedent, Forpurposes of this Agreement, "Conditions Precedent" shall
mean allofthe following: a) Foundation support asprovided in Paragraph 3; b) inclusion
of'tneentire 21o-acre Coker Butte property, described on Exhibit B, intotheUrban
Growth Boundary oftheCity of Medford; c)annexation to theCity ofMedford andzone
change ofthe GiftProperty and any partition, subdivision, or property lineadjustment
necessary to convey theGiftProperty insubstantially thelocation anddimensions shown
on Exhibit A. Coker Butte shall have theright, butnot theobligation, to apply for a zone
change on the Gift Property prior to conveyance to the Foundation. Coker BUUe may
seekanyzoning designation, so long asparks area permitted use in thenewzone. The
Coker Butte property on Exhibit B, less theGift Property, shall be referred to herein as
the "Coker Butte Property."

2. TheFoundation shallcooperate with anyefforts ofCoker Butte to secure entitlements on
its property described on Exhibit B, including the Gift Property, andlor to establish the
value of theGiftProperty by appraisal. butsuch efforts arenotrequired of Coker Butte.

3. The Foundation shall publicly express support fortheinclusion ofCoker Butte'sportion
ofurban reserve area MD-2 into theUrban Growth Boundary ofthe City of Medford.
Expression ofsupport shall, at a minimum, include written andverbal supportat each
CityofMedford public hearing regarding Urban Growth Boundary expansion. Coker
Butte shall provide reasonable advance notice to theFoundation for each such public

Page 1 GIFT PLEDGE AGREEMENT
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hearing. However, the Foundation shall nothaveanydirectfinancial responsibilities and
shall not be responsible for making any fonnallanduse applications. All lettersof
support from the Foundation shall be onFoundation letterhead. VerbaJ expressions of
supportshall identify the speaker as a representative of the Foundation.

4. CokerButteshallgift the GiftProperty to the Foundation viabargain and saledeed. The
GiftProperty shallbe freeandclearof all encumbrances other thanthenormal standard
exceptions.

S. The Gift Property shall consist of approximately 23.5 gross acres of raw land. Coker
Buttemakes no promises or warranties regarding anydevelopment rightson the Gift
Property.

6. After theconveyance ofthe GiftProperty. theFoundation shall cooperate withCoker
Buttein granting reasonable requests foreasements foraccess, drainage. and utilities on
the Gift Property for the benefit of the Coker Butte Property. The foregoing cooperation
shall meanthat the Foundation shallwork with CokerButte to assist in any conditions of
approval of development of theCoker Butte Property, including permitting stormwater
detention pondsor swaleson theGiftProperty as maybe required as a condition of
approval ofdevelopment entitlements ontheCoker ButteProperty. Furthermere, the Gift
Property shall count toward any open space requirements that maybe a condition of
approval fordevelopment entitlements ontheCoker Butte Property.

7. The Foundation shallcooperate with andshall waive remonstrance against any
reimbursement district that mayaffect theGiftProperty.

8. Contemporaneous with theconveyance of the GiftProperty or as soonas practicable
thereafter, the Foundation shall execute Covenants. Conditions. & Restrictions
("CC&Rs"), requiring that theGiftproperty be used for Park Purposes. "Park Purposes"
shall mean that the primary useof theGiftProperty is fora citypark, which mayconsist
ofopenspace, playareas,or ball fields. Following conveyance of the GiftProperty to
the Foundation, the Foundation shall have 10years to put the GiftProperty to use for
ParkPurposes. TheFoundation may unilaterally extend its timeft'ame for use ofthe Gift
Property for ParkPurposes foran additional 10years by notifying CokerButte in writing
within90 days of the expiration of theoriginal I0 yearperiod following conveyance of
the ParkProperty to the Foundation. IntheeventtheFoundation fails to use the Gift
Property for ParkPurposes within thetimeframes specified herein, the Foundation shall
offer to sell the Gift Property to Coker Butte formarket valueat the timeofthe sale,
basedon an appraisal by a licensed appraiser acceptable to bothparties. In the event
CokerButtedoesnot purchase theGiftProperty following the Foundation's nonusefor
ParkPurposes. theFoundation may convey the GiftProperty to another publicentity,so
longas it is used for parkpurposes. Allof the foregoing shallbe memorialized in the
CC&Rs. The CC&Rs shall further provide for the Foundations obligations in paragraphs
6 and 7 and shall require thattheGiftProperty be covered by liability insurance, mowed,
watered, and otherwise be maintained inan attractive fashion. The CC&:Rs shall benefit
the CokerButteProperty and shall run withthe land.

9. In the event theconditions precedent arenotcompleted within 5ye~ this Agreement
shall tenninateand the parties shall have noobligations to eachother. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, CokerButteshall have the unilateral ability to extend theAgreement for

Page 2 GIFT PLEDGE AGREEMENT
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aJdililll\a ltcrm~. Ihe slim III' \\ hich ..hall lIul exceed ) years beyond the initial t~rln\~¥1MINGDE
.. \grt:l:l11'-'UI. prm idcd rhnt {'llh-r Huuc pnn ide written 1I11tic.: 01" such extension to the
Ftllllldillhlll prinr hI IhL- cxpiuuion nrlh\.' Ih\.'I1-L'1I1TCllt term,

ID. Nothing in this agreement shall he cllllslrllcd to limit the hHlIllli.ltion·s ability to convey
the liili Properly 10 the City of Medford at uny time.

DATED the Jay and yeur Ilrst above written.

COKER BUTTE DEVEI.OPl'\,1ENT. U .C

~~
By: ~ lAr:;: G,~\ W\p~
lts:~

Q'SIDE INDUSTRY. LLC

By:~.~l'A z;:; S\~
Its:~

MEDFORD PARKS AND RECREATION
FOUNDATION. INC.
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Exhibit B
Medford Parks Trail Maps

Conceptual Plan

RVTD Bus Routes

RECEIVED

MAR 262015

j'- LA1\fNING DEP'T.
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~h T. Slaughter

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ramzy <ramzyf@verizon.net>
Thursday, March 26, 2015 8:33 AM
Joseph T. Slaughter
MD -5" East' should NOTbe included in Recommendation to Council

PLANNING DEPT.

RECEIVED

MAR 2 G2015

March 25, 2015
Medford Planning Commission

City of Medford

200 Ivy Street

Medford,Oregon 97501

RE: MD-5

Dear Chairperson McFadden and Planning Commissioners,

I am a property owner in the city of Medford. I have been highly
intertested in the Regional Problem Solving process in the City of
Medford for the last few years. I have closely followed the process
and have attended various meetings, open houses and open
discussions with city personal regarding the UGB
expansion process.

Most recently I was in attendance at the March 12, 2015
meeting. As the meeting progressed, many members I land
owners made presentations to the council, some which made
sense and other which were just utterly unconventional. In
particular the area MD-5 of Chissy and Prescott Park were
discussed over and over. I believe that these area's are not crucial
properties to the expansion process and should not be included in
the UGB expansion process.

Although it may be alluring to have such parks and trails as
progressive attraction sites, I believe that the council should
recognize that there are many more available sites with in the
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proposed areas that the staff has reccommended to provide these
trails and services to the current and forthcoming population. Like
greg holmes had mentioned, affordable housing are much
important than finished park and trail 30 years from now.

The arguments, as I understood them for the MD-5 area by Chrissy
Park was twofold. One people want the parks and are under the
impression that to put in a trail it has to be in the City. Apparently
the City process is a bit easier and quicker than the County
process, but it doesn't preclude them from doing it through the
County. The other issue is sewer and water. The folks inside the
City Limits were saying that they need water and sewer
connectivity. The only reason why they are encouraging to bring in
Mahar's piece is that Mahar would bring the infostructure to them
upon building that area out, so it would be cheaper for them to get
water. Everyone inside the City Limits can get city water and
sewer, but they would have to pay for it and they would rather ride
the coat tails of Mahar. The sad part is that they've been
misguided in thinking that if this area comes in that they will
instantly get water/sewer or will get it in the next 10
years. However, the only way they can get services up there
via Mahar is for Mahar to build out the entire 1,041 acres of the
SE Plan and then build out the 273 acres he's trying to bring
in. It's hard to believe, even in this market or the 2006 market that
in the next 20 years he will build out 1,314 acres of land, he'd be
lucky to build it out in the next 30-40 years, so those folks are going
to be waiting another 20-40 years for the water/sewer that they're
fighting for. Meanwhile other areas that are ready to build right now
that have the infostruture abutting or very close to them will have to
wait another 20-30 years to come into the UGB. So if the City
decides to bring in Mahar they will have brought in a bunch of land
that will just sit there.

Sincerely,
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Nayef Fakhoury
1845 north phenoix rd, Medford

3
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March 25, 2015
/

I

City of Medford
Planning Commission
200 S. Ivy Street, Lausmann Annex, Room 240
Medford, OR 9750I

REC£1VBD

l'\~R 2B7.m~

p\a1l,t\ing Dept.

Subject: File No. CPA 14-114, Urban Growth Boundary Amendment MD7-n

Respected Chairman McFadden and Commissioners:

I own acres 18 located within proposed UGB area MD7-n (tax lot 371 W31 0 as illustrated on the
rna below. I would like to express my support and appreciation for staff's recommendation to
include MD7-n in Medford's UGB.

- f - ...
'" ~

SOUVENIR ST GARFIELD ST .. -.,,~
> r;; 0.,..
<t z 8ARRYCR ~..:Y MYERSLN
tr ~

()
I/f ,:

ct :J <P~
r .... J::J

T
c.n SPARROWWY

o
Z

AGATE S'T -
~

OR

SU:!BER LN

MD-7 MD-6
-'-...-=---L~,;.-..-.----'---SOUTH STAGE RD~

Some of the various development attributes and characteristics offered by MD7-n in contrast to
other areas are:

Proximity:
• At/f)- III borders City limits along three sides;
• is less than 'h mile to Highway 99 and less than I mile to 1-5;
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• is I'h miles to Downtown and Rogue Community College;
• is less than I mile from employment generators such as Harry & David, KOGAP's Stewart

Meadow's Village, Wal-Mart and Fred Myer;
• is adjacent to Holly Street, a future Collector Street, intended to extend from Garfield Street to

South Stage Road to the south;
• provides a regional balance for employment uses, thus limiting excessive commutes;
• its intended employment use is generally more suitable when adjacent to agricultural land

(southern boundary) and tends to have less conflict with agricultural operations;

Transportation:
• /'v/D- in fronts along Garfield Street, a Major Arterial street;
• Garfield Street is a direct link to both Highway 99 and [-5 ~

• due to the rapid commercial, industrial and residential development of the southwest area, there
is a need for more connectivity between existing east-west arterials such as the extension of
Holly Street to South Stage Road. The Holly Street connection will improve circulation and
congestion in this area ;

• inclusion of MD-7n and its eventual development will assist in the realignment and safety
improvements of the unimproved portion of Myers Lane (see attached Conceptual Street
Pattern Map);

• is located within a well established transportation network easily incrementally extended;
• is located in the southwest area of the City, generally unencumbered by traffic constraints;

Parcel Size:
• Iv/D-ill consists of two parcels totaling 37 acres . Based on the recent ESA scoring maps, the

parcels individually have a moderate score (3 - yellow), but combined the score would be
increased to moderate high (4 - green);

• no physical components or constraints delineate two parcels allowing for a seamless
development pattern. NOIe: the attached Conceptual Street Pattern Plan identifies a street along
the southern boundary of the property which is intended to provide for logical street
connectivity, but also an agricultural buffering opportunity.

Infrastructure:
• Iv/D-in has excellent infrastructure overall , including a 24" "gravity fed pressure zone" within

Garfield Street which can easily accommodate the intended uses and minimal expense or right
of-way disturbance;

• sewer services are sized to 12" mains which can easily accommodate the build-out of the for its
intended employment use;

• with the inclusion of MD-7mid to the south and the incremental infrastructure improvements
associated with the Holly Street connection to South Stage Road, the upsizing of water and
sewer service lines within the Holly Street right-of-way to accommodate the southern half of
MD-7n is logical and cost efficient.

Economic:
• Mll-Zn has numerous economic advantages over other identified Urban Reserve Areas,

including those previously noted such as existing infrastructure, existing and planned street
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connections, unencumbered transportation corridors, close proximity to major transportation
corridors and existing commercial and employment centers;

• the parcel sizes, based on the attached MD7n Conceptual Street Pattern Map, illustrates
possible large tracts of land appropriate to attract business professional offices and/or
manufacturing technology space;

• is located in an area of the community with low to moderate income households often
attractive to major employers and thus a reciprocal benefit for the community's job growth;

• is within close proximity to Rogue Community College, as well as Southern Oregon
University, which can infuse inexpensive skilled labor to prospective employers;

Overall, the two subject property owners strongly believe MD-7n is an ideal candidate based on
the various factors noted above as well as those identified in the City's adopted Regional Plan
Element. The two property owners have worked together in the past and believe the attached
Conceptual Street Pattern Plan, as well as their most recent discussions will lead to a
comprehensive and well designed employment area for the City of Medford.

I respectfully ask that you include MD7-n in your UGB recommendation to the City Council.

Diana Desmond
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March 25, 2015

City of Medford
Planning Commission
200 S. Ivy Street
Medford, OR 97501

RECEIVED

MAR 262015

Planning Dept.

Regarding: File No. CPA 14-114, Urban Growth Boundary Amendment
MD3

Dear Chairman McFadden and Planning Commissioners:

I own two parcels approximately 35 acres each located with proposed UGB
area MD3 tax lot 371W09 tax lots 800 and 100 on Coker Butte Road. I've
participated in the Greater Bear Creek Regional Planning process since its
inception and I would like to express my support for staffs recommendation
to include tax lot 100. I would also ask for your consideration to include tax
lot 800 as it will facilitate the extension of McLaughlin Drive through to
Coke Butter Road as shown on the attached map.

The property has considerable acreage, is level and does not pose any
physical barriers that should exclude its consideration. The property is very
accessible to major transportation corridors and was part of the attached
North East Medford Circulation Plan generated by the City.

According to the ESA Scoring maps, the property received positive rankings
for Sewer, Transportation, Proximity and Parcel Size. The property did
receive a low ranking on Water, but I believe that issue is easily resolvable as
water services will eventually be extended to the property as neighboring
properties develop and extend their water lines.

I respectfully ask that you include tax lot 800 as recommended by staff and
that you also consider including tax lot 100 as it may provide an easier

~::.:-~~n to Coker Butter Road.

Diana Desmond
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AYALA
PROPERTIES

Medford Planning Commission
City of Medford, lausmann Annex
200 Ivy Street
Medford, Oregon 97501

132W. Main S1. Suite201-A Medford, OR 97501 541.772.4198

ROCEIVED

MAR 262015

Planning Dept.

March 25, 2015

Subject:File No. CPA14-114, Urban Growth Boundary Amendment

Respected Chairman McFadden and Panning Commissioners:

I own tax lots 381W06B 800 and 382WOIBC 1200 (see attached maps) located within recommended
UGB areas MD7 and MD8.

I concur with staff's recommendation for MD7 and MD8 and their objective recommendations and
analysis. MD7 and MD8 offer a unique opportunity for UGB expansion. Both areas are located within
Medford's most affordable housing sector, walking distance to South Medford High School, Jefferson
Elementary, Fichner-Mainwearing Park, Southgate Shopping Center, downtown services and
employment areas. In addition and in contrast to other areas, MD7 and MD8 both ranked the highest in
terms of water, sewer and transportation capacity. These attributes are also in keeping with State Goals
14 and City adopted Economic, Social, Environment, Energy (ESEE) criteria.

For the reasons outlined above I respectfully ask that you support staffs recommendation to include
MD7 and MD8 in Medford's UGB.

Sincerely,

b~JL
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With this understanding, the majority of the property owners are collaborating in order to

generate a land use and transportation pattern that has long term benefits for their properties,

neighbors and the City of Medford. At this preliminary juncture the master plan has been named

the "Naumes Park Conceptual Master Plan" for the family's prominent history in the Rogue Valley

and the centralized location and focus of land dedicated for park land and open space.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOM ES

OBJECTIVES
The Naumes Park Conceptual Master Plan is founded on the following ten land use objectives:

• is efficient with the City of Medford's limited land and energy resources;

• is not heavily reliant upon "public investment" to accommodate infrastructure limitations;

,\'W l/ lleS PClI'k Conceptual Mastel' Plan • ,l/edford. Oregon l' u g e .J
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With this understanding, the majority of the property owners are collaborating in order to

generate a land use and transportation pattern that has long term benefits for their properties,

neighbors and the City of Medford. At this preliminary juncture the master plan has been named

the "South Stage Park Conceptual Master Plan" for its location and focus on the large acreage

of land dedicated for park land and open space.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

OBJECTIVES
The South Stage Park Conceptual Master Plan is founded on the following ten land use

objectives:

• is efficient with the City of Medford's limited land and energy resources;

• is not heavily reliant upon "public investment" to accommodate infrastructure limitations;

SOIIIItStage Park Conccptuals laster PIan • .IIe(l/ol d, Oregon I' age 4
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RECB1V£D
\'\f1.R 2.\)7.0\5

p~gDept.

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, LLC
LAND USE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

March zo", 2015
Medford Planning Commission
City of Medford, Lausmann Annex
200 Ivy Street
Medford, OR 97501

Subject: File No. CPA 14-114, UGBA Phase 2, ESA Boundary Amendment

Dear Chairperson McFadden and Planning Commissioners;

In regards to planning action CPA 14-114, UGBA, Phase 2, I would respectfully request the
Planning Commission uphold the original recommendations of the Planning Department staff
relating to those Urban Reserve Areas identified as part of the City of Medford's External Study
Area's UGB Amendment, specifically as they relate to MD-7 and MD-8. The Planning
Department's March iz", 2014 recommendations are sound and based on objective analysis that
not only relate to the State of Oregon's Statewide Land Use Goals, specifically Goal 14
(Urbanization), but also many of the City of Medford's Comprehensive Planning goals and
policies.

Staff's recommendation to include MD-7 and MD-8 address all of the applicable urbanization
criteria which is why each scored highly throughout the coarse-filtering process in regards to
"proximity, parcelization and infrastructure" (water, sewer and transportation). In contrast to
other identified URA's, MD-7 and MD-8 are located within close proximity to essential services
such as schools, shopping and government services and both are physically capable of
accommodating a range of housing densities and types in a compact urban form without
sacrificing livability due to their relatively level topography and extensive connectivity to
surrounding streets. Furthermore, MD-7 and MD-8 are readily accessible to sewer, water and
transportation services requiring little to no public subsidies to accommodate future growth
needs.
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The final decision to include both MD-7 and MD-8 should be based on their merit as they relate
to the following factors:

A. External Study Area Scoring (MD-7)
Proximity:
Parcel Size:
Water:
Sewer:
Transportation:

B. External Study Area Scoring (MD-8)
Proximity:
Parcel Size:
Water:
Sewer:
Transportation:

5 - 1 (high to low) "Staff Rankings"
5
4/3i

5/1 Ii

5
5

5 - 1 (high to low) "Staff Rankings"
5
3/2/1 iii

5
5
5

C. Both Urban Reserve Areas can realistically meet the City of Medford's adopted
Performance Indicators noted within the Regional Plan Element as required per ORS
197.656(2)(B)(C):

1) An average density of 6.6 du/acre from the years 2010 - 2035 and 7.6 du/acre from 2035 
2060 can be achieved based on the area's generally level topography and existing prominent
street grid without sacrificing livability for future residents or existing residents (Section
4.1.5);

2) Per the submitted conceptual plans, future development will be Mixed-Use/Pedestrian
Friendly areas (Section 4.1.6) as established in the Regional Transportation Plan. In fact, the
majority of lands directly abutting MD-7 and MD-8 currently comply with basic pedestrian
friendly principals which will be enhanced as MD-7 and MD-8 are urbanized;

3) Per the submitted conceptual master plans and accompanying documentation, conceptual
transportation plans have been included which identify significant transportation corridors in
order to provide cost-effective planning (Section 4.1.7). The only significant new street
identified with either reserve area would be the extension of Holly Street to South Stage
Road which will provide alternative transportation options in southwest Medford which is
already superior to other identified Urban Reserve Areas. In fact, unlike other identified
Urban Reserve Areas, the extension of Holly Street through MD-7 was identified as a
connection that will "ease traffic loads on Highway 99 and 1-5" both of which are supported
by the City 's Transportation Plan and the Regional Transportation Plan;

4) The submitted conceptual plans for both MD-7 and MD-8 illustrate a mixture of housing
types, surrounding parks and open spaces, based on proximity to existing housing patterns or
street classification. In this regard, Section 4.1.12, relating to a range of housing types and
incomes, can be accommodated;
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5) The conceptual master plans submitted have been designed in accordance with each Urban
Reserve's allocation for parkland (Section 4.1.17 and Table of Land Uses (page 50)).
Further, both areas have been identified by the City of Medford's Park's Commission as
areas in need of additional park land - for existing residents. Updates to the adopted Leisure
Services Plan are expected in the near future identifying these areas for future parks;

D. The overall comparative ESEE consequences for both MD-7 and MD-8 are positive per
the adopted Medford Regional Plan Element. These include:

1) Environmental Factors: MD-7 and MD-8 are areas free of any identified environmental
constraints and can support compact urbanization in a manner that has minimal
environmental impact.

2) Social Factors: Compact urban form and the logical extension of existing established
neighborhoods, designed in "human scale" patterns in southwest Medford will be very
positive for current and future citizens.

3) Energy Factors: Compact form in a central location close to "existing" services and
transportation corridors provide for multiple opportunities to implement a variety of
sustainable development practices such as modal equity, storm water quality management
and solar access provisions.

4) Economic Factors: Based on the City of Medford 's Regional Plan Element adopted in 2012,
the inclusion of these lands is positive based on long-term economic value of urbanization.
Further, the importance of allocating density closer to the center of the City's core is a
positive economic attribute to not only the City's Downtown businesses but also the City's
historic "Main Street" environment. The City of Medford and its citizens have strived for
many years to promote and stabilize the Downtown core while external growth pressures
have caused economic stress and suburban sprawl;

E. According to the adopted 2010 Housing Element, between 2000 and 20008 housing
became less affordable because home prices increased by 68%, while household income
increased by only 10 percent. In contrast, the cost of rent increased by 35 percent.
Further, as illustrated in Exhibit "B", there is a significant disparity in the median
residential home sales prices between east and west Medford.

1) The City's Housing Element policies and Consolidated Plan goals for obtaining necessary
affordable housing and retaining moderate income housing is more likely to be obtained with
the inclusion of MD-7 and MD-8 in comparison to alternative Urban Reserve Areas due to
the area's open and relatively level topographic palette.

2) According to the Medford Housing Element, Table 32, the City estimates more than 50% of
the housing stock from 2009 - 2029 will need to be for low and extremely low income
families earning less than 80% of this area's Median Family Income ($42,064).

3) Policy 2 of the Housing Element states: The City of Medford shall designate areas for
residential development that are or will be conveniently located close to pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit or high capacity transportation 1'0 lites, community facilities and services, and
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employment to ensure that the benefits ofpublic investment in those facilities are available to
as many households as possible. The City's implementing strategy is to Pursue amendments
as needed to achieve transit-supportive density near current and future transit streets,
especially where parks or schools are present. MD-7 and MD-8 are within a close walking
distance to multiple public schools (See exhibit "A"). In addition, the ownership group of
MD-7 is proposing to dedicate property to Kids Unlimited, a private K-12 school serving low
income and at-risk youth in the City of Medford, many of which currently live within close
proximity to these areas. Finally, both areas are planned with extensive park opportunities for
existing and future residents.

4) Policy 5 of the Housing Element states: The City ofMedford shall provide opportunities for
alternative housing types and patterns, such as planned unit developments, mixed-uses, and
other techniques that reduce development costs, increase density, and achieve projects that
are flexible and responsive to the site and surroundings, including the conservation and
enhancement ofareas having special scenic, historic, architectural, or cultural value. Unlike
other urban reserve areas, both MD-7 and MD-8, can easily achieve a mixture of uses and
densities simply based on the relatively level topography and extensive availability of
services abutting these areas.

5) The City's Housing Element concludes (Page 77, #9) "Housing afJordability is a problem,
particularly for low income households. Inclusion of both MD-7 and MD-8 areas are more
apt to address affordable housing needs in comparison to alternative reserve lands simply
based on existing market factors (See Exhibit "B"). Furthermore, the inclusion of these lands
will encourage the retention and revitalization of the area's low and moderate income
housing stock while at the same time provide for additional public parks and infrastructure
upgrades.

6) With the inclusion of both MD-7 and MD-8, the opportunity exists to infuse private
investment into these areas that will promote neighborhood pride and therefore livability
(without public programs or subsidies). Policy #7 of the Housing Element states "The City of
Medford shall promote preservation ofthe existing housing stock and existing neighborhoods
through continued support ofprograms related to housing rehabilitation and neighborhood
revitalization which include "arranging the UGB into neighborhood planning areas and
formulating neighborhood plans". The adopted Regional Plan Element's "performance
indicators" require compact urban form, pedestrian friendly expansions and integration into
existing neighborhoods which will provide additional affordable housing and preserve
moderately affordable housing in southwest Medford.

F. Both Urban Reserve Areas are within close proximity to essential City services found
either within the Downtown core area or nearby vicinity which:

I) Reduces reliance on vehicle trip generation and therefore vehicle miles traveled and
emISSIOns;

2) Encourages alternative modes of transportation such as walking and biking;
3) Promotes patronage of existing businesses within the Downtown and therefore reinvestment

of historic buildings and streetscapes within the Downtown core;
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4) Utilizes existing public investments with limited tax payer subsidies (schools, roads,
infrastructure);

Overall, both MD-7 and MD-8 are superior candidate lands to be considered as already
recognized by City staff. The property owners and staff have put forward conclusive evidence
that these two urban reserve areas exemplify positive land use planning as they relate to
Statewide Planning Goals, Regional Problem Solving and the City's Comprehensive Plan
Policies and should be included within the City of Medford's Urban Growth Boundary for the
purpose of providing a twenty-year land supply based on the City's projected need for
residential and employment land.

Respectfully,

Mark Knox, Urban Development Services, LLC

I The parcel size within MD-7 ranked moderately high with a "4" on its northern end, moderate for a majority of
the remaining lands. However, the majority of those lands are actually owned by one entity, the Naumes Family.
Further, it should be noted the majority of the ownership group of MO-7 have collaborated and will continue to
collaborate on this area's land use planning efforts.
II The Medford Water Commission ranked MO-7 very high with a "5" on its northern end, but "1" on the southern
end. A follow-up Technical Memorandum was provided for the Planning Commission's March iz", 2015 packet
from RH2 Engineers, Ed Olsen, PE, which essentially provides two justifications as to why the southern end of MD
7 should be ranked very high "5" or at least moderate "3".
mThe parcel size within MO·8 ranked moderate with a "3" on its western end, low and very low for the eastern
end. However, the majority of those lands are owned by various developers collaborating on the conceptual plan.
Further, the area's parcels are shaped and orientated in a way that allows for orderly development.
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(I) Future School Site
(2) FutureShopping/EmploymentArea
(3) Medford Fire Station (pending)
(4) Places of Worship (three < I mile)
(5) Downtown Medford
(6) South Medford High School
(7) Central Medford High School
(8) South Gate Shopping Center
(9) Interstate 5
(10) Hospitals
Future Parksand Public Onen Snace

~. =z: : .--... -;)l Exhibit itA"

TRANSPORTATION (based on field tests and available mapping services)

Location Walking
2 minutes
2 minutes
2 minutes
8 minutes

35 minutes
25 minutes
27 minutes
27 minutes

(I) Future School Site
(2) Future Employment ' Park Areas
(3) Medford Fire Slation(pending)
(4) Placesof Worship (three < I mile)
(5) Downtown Medford
(6) South Medford HighSchool
(7) SouthCentral High School
(8) SouthGale ShoppingCenter
(9) Interstate 5
(10) Hospitals
(II) Fichtner Mainwaring Park
(12) JeffersonElementary School
(13) Futureoverpass

Biking Time
I minute
I minute
I minute

3 minutes
12minutes
6 minutes
7 minutes
7 minutes
9 minutes

42 minutes
lanned within oroiect area

10 Minute Walk (1/2 Mllet
20 Minute Walk (1 Mllel
30Minute Walk (1.5 Mlle.)
40 MinUle Walk (2 Mlle.1

Driving
1 minute
I minute
I minute

2 minutes
8 minutes
4 minutes
5 minutes
5 minutes
7 minutes
15 minutes
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AFFORDABILITY

Exhibit "B"

I September 2014 I
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APPENDIX A

Urban Reserve Map
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City of Medford
Urban Reserve
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NETWORK OF STREETFACILITIES
The above photo illustrates the multitude of "possible" street and pedestrian connections for not only the Naumes Park Conceptual Master Plan area (MD-7), but also
MD-8 to the west. Connectivity of street patterns supports the "overall goal o(MedfOrd's Transportation Svstem Plan aSP) which is to provide fOr a multi-modal
transportation svstem that supports the safe. emdent and accessible movement ofpeople and goods while achieving the City's vision fOr its future as an outstanding
livable commlmitv. The TSP is also a kev component oOlle City's plan fOr encouraging compact urban development to reduce vehicle miles traveled and improve

e;(istingair qualitv problems" (Adopted Medford Transportation System Plan, Chapter 13). Exhibit lie"
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March 26, 2015

Medford Planning Commission
200 South IvyStreet
Medford, OR 9750 I

Subject: File No. CPA-14-114, UGB Boundary Amendment

Dear Medford Planning Commission:

KECEIVED

MAR 262015

f - < \NNING DEPT.

I am writing regarding the UGS amendment that you are now considering. I am concerned that
two proposals made on March 12 will cause negative impacts for Medford's ability to provide
the full range of housing types and locations that will be needed to accommodate future
population growth.

It seems to be commonly understood that there is a fixed amount of land that can be brought into
the UGS. There also appears to be agreement that the amount proposed by staff must be
decreased slightly in order to not exceed that limit. Therefore, if any lands not in the staff
proposal are to be added, similar amounts (and types) ofland will have to be removed from the
proposal.

This does not mean that additions should not be considered, but it does mean that changes need
to be thought through carefully to make sure that those changes continue to meet the full range of
needs ofthe city, that they meet regulatory requirements, and that they do not cause negative
impacts when compared to the staff proposal.

During the March 12 hearing a request was made to add an area ofabout 278 acres in MD5 to
the staffproposal. All but about 3 of these acres are proposed for residential purposes. A second
area ofabout 150 acres of MD5 just north and west of Chrissy Park was also proposed to be
added for residential purposes . According to the staffpresentation, the city can only justify
bringing a total of about 850 acres of residential land into the UGS. Accommodating both of
these requests would mean bringing in over 400 acres of land that is not in the staff proposal,
necessitating taking nearly halfof the residential lands in the staff proposal out. Unless all of that
land came out ofMD4 (Hillcrest) and MD5 (Centennial), the result would be to concentrate
nearly all ofMedford's future housing development in the southeast corner of the city-where
there is already a substantial amount of undeveloped residential land available.

According to the staff report, statewide regulations require that

plans shall encourage the availability of adequate numbers of needed housing units
at price ranges and rent levels which are commensurate with the financial
capabilities of Oregon households and allowfor flexibility ofhousinglocation, type,
and density. [Emphasis added] (Staff report, page 71)
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These requirements make good sense. Not everyone wants to live in the same type of house
or neighborhood. Not everyone can afford to. Not everyone who comes to Medford in the
future will want to live in the southeast corner of the city. By dispersing the land that is
available for meeting this future need, Medford is maximizing the flexibility for how that
need can be met

There is a second argument for maintaining a dispersed pattern like what is proposed by
Staff:

The selected boundary location has a positive effect on land availability by
increasing the supply of all urbanizable land types and by selecting land that is both
available for development and held by a large enough number ofproperty owners to
promote competition in the market. [Emphasis added] (Staff report, page 57)

I have nothing against the Mahar family-they build nice homes. However, I also believe
that it is not a good idea for a single entity-no matter who they are-to control too large a
share of the future housing market in any city. The table on page 396 of the staff report
indicates that Mahar Homes owns almost 272 of the 278 acres proposed for addition in the
larger area of MOS. According to Jackson County GIS and Front Counter information, including
deed cards, deeds and sales data, the Mahar family already owns interest in over 250 acres of
undeveloped land in the Southeast Plan, which is directly adjacent to the 278 acre proposal. (See
attached map.)

The Mahar family also owns interest in almost J60 acres (mostly residential) in the staff
proposed area in MD3, and 56 acres ofmostly employment land south ofCentenniaJ Golf Course
in M05. Adding the Mahar property in MD5 would give that family control of nearly 500 acres
of residential land in the UGB expansion areas (out ofjust over 850 total), and almost 700 acres
of the total 1,500 acre UGB expansion (excluding Chrissy and Prescott parks). That is in addition
to the 250 acres in the Southeast Plan that they already have in the UGB. This would give one
entity a huge amount ofcontrol over the destiny of the housing market in Medford. If they ever
became financially insolvent for some reason a large chunk ofdevelopment could come to a
grinding halt for years while that situation was resolved.

Finally, the arguments made on March 12 for adding this area to the UGB focused almost
entirely on two items: the possibility that adding this area would enable a trail to be completed
connecting Chrissy Park to the Greenway, and the asserted need to bring water or sewer lines
through this area to serve development inside the existing UGS. Those are both good issues to
consider, but neither requires the full 278 acres to be brought into the UGB. The infrastructure
and trails can both be put into narrow corridors, and both can also be extended across land
outside of the UGS. (That process is more difficult, but it is possible.)

The arguments for adding the smaller J50 acre area of MD5 mostly resolved around it "not being
fair" to those property owners to be left out in this expansion. It is not clear why it is any less fair
for them to be left out than it would be for any of the property owners who would have to be
removed from the current proposal to make room for them to be added.
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If you are going to consideraddingeither ofthese areas I wouldask that you deliberate on the
following:

• Are the needs being met by adding theseareas more important than the tradeoff's that will be
necessary when other areas are removed?

• Is it reallynecessary to include the larger278 acre piece in order to accommodate the
water/sewer Jines and/or the trail? Can eitherof those needs, ifreally necessary, be met if
some or all of the landstays outsideof the UGB?

• If it is deemed beneficial and necessary to add any land, reducethe size of the 278 acre larger
piece to the bare minimum necessary to accommodate the water/sewer linesand/or the trail.
For example, it may be necessary to add only the area to the north of the riparian corridor
that wouldaccommodate the trail.

• If any ofthe Maharowned land is going to come in, consideroffsetting it first by removing
other Maharowned land from MD3 or elsewhere in the current proposal.

• ffthat does not fully offset the addition, look for ways to removethe rest from the same part
of the city (southeast) so that a dispersed patternof growth can be maintained. That will
primarily mean looking at either MD4 (Hillcrest) or MD5(Centennial).

Thankyou for your consideration of thesecomments,

KendraG. Louks
2830 Payne Rd.
Medford, Oregon 97504
-addFess" fAo;t,e - (jC{{) S'sJ - 7.6~~
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March 13,2015

Medford Planning Commission

City of Medford, Lausmann Annex

200 Ivy Street

Medford, OR 97501

RE: MD-5 "East" should NOT be included in Recommendation to Council

Dear Chairperson McFadden and Planning Commissioners,

RECEIVED

MAR 25 2015

PLANNING DEPT.

I'm a resident of Medford and advocate of Oregon's highly regarded land use system. I've been following with
interest the Regional Problem Solving progress and specifically the City of Medford's ISA and ESA discussions. I've
reviewed the various materials provided by our Planning Department staff and have also attended various meetings,
including the most recent meeting on March 12, 2015.

I feci confident in my assertion MD -5 should NOT be included in the rban Growth Boundary expansion, or at
least the area recommended by the Planning Department staff to be excluded. The original expansion area
delineated by City staff, less a few adjustments as noted by Greg Holmes of 1000 Friends of Oregon, complies with
Oregon Administrative RuIe 660·015-0000 (www.oregon.gov/LCDLdocs/goals/goalt4.pdf) as well as applicable
City Comprehensive PL'1n Goals and Policies.

This area is now being heavily lobbied for by the development company, Mahar Homes, does NOT comply and is
simply suburban sprawl and an excessive land grab by an entity who touts themselves as Medford's largest
homebuilder whom by all appearances have already biased members of the Planning Commission and Council by
direct and unethical contact through their representatives, Craig Stone & Associates. These actions are teetering on
grounds for an appeal or at least public criticism which I believe should be made loudly by our Honorable Mayor,
Gary Wheeler.

The MD -5 (east) developers, their legal representatives and a small interest group have touted the inclusion of these
lands as critical trail connectivity to Chrissy and Prescott Parks, but they have failed to realize these properties can
still be accessed by alternative and inexpensive means without having to forgo the numerous long term benefits of
urban planning and Oregon's land use laws. In my opinion, access to these areas can be achieved by a widened
shouIder, from the eastern edge of the Southeast Plan, along Cherry Lane which has a right-of-way of more than
60', but a roadway width of only 20'.

This is an inexpensive and temporary approach until the Southeast Plan is fully developed. To not make reasonable
and rational decisions at this point is bad land use planning for all of Medford's citizens and against the very
conscientious approach staff has proposed as an alternative to suburban sprawl. For the developers to now hold
hostage a trail system for an additional surplus of 271 acres beyond 600 acres of vacant land they already control is
unsettling and the Planning Commission and City Council should know.

. \\ _( •.. l
Sincerel , ( ,~

Melanie Hadrian
406 N. Ivy Street, Medford
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UGBA Phase 2: ESA Boundary Amendment (file no. CPA-14-1l4)

Staff Report

March 12, 2015

Map 4.2, UGB/Urban Reserve Trails Plan (adapted from Leisure Services Plan Figure 6.2J
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City of Medford, Lausmann Annex
Attn: Medford Planning Commission
200 Ivy Street
Medford, OR 97501

RECEIVED

MAR 25 2015

PLANNING DEPT.
March 171

\ 2015

Subject: Medford External Study Areas - MD~5 Concerns

Dear Medford Planning Commissioners,

Trails and open spaces arc
valuable public assets and
their value should not be
discounted, but the fear
mongering made by the
developers that the citizens of
Medford will "miss out" if
these large parcels are not
included with the inclusion of
the external study areas are
un-founded and an attempt to
bully the Planning
Commission.

Chrissy and Prescott Parks
will remain available to
Medford citizens from now
until the end of time. Access
to these parks already exists!
Pedestrian access through a
trail system extending from
the Southeast Plan will
gradually be extended at the
same rate urbanization
occurs and possibly
accelerated if the developers,
who also control the majority

18 min - 5.6 miles

~......
!: 19 min
(3)
CO
~......
>f
;0

• .:0..:......_ ->.>..__0 _

The inclusion of the 250+ acres .east of the MD-5 Urban Reserve Area does not reflect the
intent of the RPS pan nor would it provide for an orderly and efficient transition from urban
land uses. Progress on the SE Master Plan is roughly 30 years until completion and the 250
acre expansion would significandy add to that time with little to no public benefit. The
applicants and benefitting property owners have argued inclusion is necessary for trails to
be completed allowing pedestrians to walk from Crissy Park to Downtown Medford - a
circuitous, indirect and very long walk behind private properties with limited surveillance.
Walk?? A car trip is 18 to 19 minutes and that's if you get four of five green lights!
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of the Southeast Plan, are actually sincere in their efforts and believe a trail system is a
public benefit. If the developers really believe a vibrant trail system is a public benefit and
increases their property's value, they should have already installed the trails or at least
provided public easements. In fact, the State of Oregon has implemented a "Recreational
Use Statute" to encourage property owners to allow public access for recreational use on
their lands which includes indemnification provisions.

The conclusion of this story is the City ofMedford's decision making bodies should realize
the decision to include or exclude any particular property is not based on a specific attribute
or consequence, but instead a full-picture view of Medford's future.

On behalf of my family and my neighbors, thank you for your participation on these
matters.

Sincerely,

~~~~\~
Michael Bowers
2701 Hillcrest Road
Medford, Oregon 97504
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Hathaway Koback
(onnorsLLP_-.i:i.

RECEIVED

MAR 262015

PLANNING DEPT.

Gregory S. Hathaway
520 SW Yamh I SI

Suite 235
Portland . OR 97204
503·205-8403 COirJ

503-205-8406 (Fax)
greghalhawayilIlhkcllp com

March 26, 2015

VIA EMAIL and FIRST-CLASS MAIL

Planning Commissioners
David Mcfadden, Chairman
Tim D ' Alessandro
Norman Fincher
Christopher MacMillan
William Mansfield
Mark McKechnie
Patrick Miranda, Vice Chairman
Jared Pulver
Alec Schwimmer
City of Medford
200 South Ivy St.
Lausmann Annex, Rm. 2·!Q
Medford, OR 97501

Re: The Centennial- Rogue Valley Manor (UGS Amendment)

Dear Chair McFadden and Members of the Commission,

Thank you for the opportunity to testify at your March 12th hearing
regarding Rogue Valley Manor's request for The Centennial Property to be included
within the City's Urban Growth Boundary ("UGB"). As you heard, Rogue Valley Manor
has been pursuing an amendment of the City's UGB for the past 9 years to allow for the
construction of an Active Adult Retirement Community ("AARC") around The
Centennial Golf Course.

For purposes of your review and consideration, we prepared a document
entitled "Request for The Centennial to be included within the City's Urban Growth
Boundary" that is located at pages 343-352 of your March 12,2015 Planning Commission
packet. This document provides your Commission with the necessary information and
reasons why The Centennial Property should be included within the City's UGB. We
also provided your Commission on March 12th with a letter from the Rogue Valley Manor
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March 26, 2015
Page 2

Board signed by Chair Sue Kupillas requesting your Commission to include The
Centennial Property.

The purpose of this letter is to briefly summarize the reasons why The
Centennial should be included within the City's UGB:

1. The Centennial AARC meets a need that is specifically recognized by
the City's Housing Element as a housing alternative for the increasing
senior citizen population that will exist in Medford over the next 20
years. There is no other proposed project before your Commission that
specifically addresses the housing needs of senior citizens.

2. The Centennial AARC complements the existing facilities of Rogue
Valley Manor and allows active senior citizens to age in place.

3. The Centennial AARC can be master planned around The Centennial
Golf Course and achieve the City's target density of 6.6 units per acre.

4. The Centennial Golf Course will be preserved as open space which wiII
make it the only 18-hole public golf course in Medford.

5. The fairways will be designated as "unbuildable" allowing 120 acres of
land located elsewhere to be included within the City's UGB.

6. The construction of an AARC around the golf course will make the golf
course economically viable-without the AARC, the golf course is not
economically viable in the long term.

7. The Centennial scored well in each of the five factors used by staff to
guide its recommendation regarding the location of the expanded UGB.

Based on these reasons, Rogue Valley Manor respectfully requests your
Planning Commission to include The Centennial Property within the City's UGB as
recommended by staff.
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Thank you for your consideration.

Very truly yours,

HATHAWAY KOBACK CONNORS LLP

~ S . f-} S"- f-,t'.Jt-&..........,,~--
Gregory S. Hathaway

GSH/df
cc: Jim Huber, Planning Director

Bianca Petrou, Assistant Planning Director
Joe Slaughter, Planner IV
Sue Kupillas, Chair, Rogue Valley Manor Board of Directors
Brian McLemore, CEO, Pacific Retirement Services, Inc.
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March 25, 2015
Medford PlanningCommission
4 I1 West SIRel

Medford, OR 9750I

Dear Chair McFadden and Members of the Medford PlanningCommission:

Re: Centennial inclusion into the UrbanGrowth Boundary

Today I am writing to you as Chair of the Rogue Valley Manor Board of Directors, and as a very active
community member living inside the City of Medford. As a former Jackson County Commissioner, 1am very
familiar with the complex decisions you must consider in order to make a recommendation to the Medford
City Council. My involvement on the Rogue Valley Manor Board is because this institution is so important to
the cultural and economicwell-beingof our Valley. To allow an Active Adult Retirement Communityto be
built is just good planning, since we know the Rogue Valley is one of the best places to retire on the West
coast. Medford benefits so greatly from the diverse and talented people RVM brings to our community.
It is for these reasons, I agree with the staff recommendation beforeyou regarding the inclusion of the
Centennial Property inside the UrbanGrowth Boundary for the City of Medford.

If I understand the historyof this process, Rogue Valley Manor has been working with the City for the past 9
years to bring Centennial inside the UGB. RVM fileda quasi-judicial UGB amendment in February 2006,
shortly before the City initiated its legislative UGB amendment process. Rogue Valley Manor agreed with the
City'S request for the Manor to suspend the processingof its applicationand to participate instead in the
legislative process which it has for the past 9 years.

The RVM Board has fully agreed with the inclusionof Centennial into the UGB. The reasonsare clear. The
City's Housing Element recognizes that there will be an increase in the senior populationof Medfordover the
next 20 years. An Active Adult Retirement Community is specifically recognized by the HousingElementas a
needed housingoption for seniors. Centennial's proposed Active Adult Retirement Community will carry out
this recognized need. This project would be the only active adult community in southern Oregon attracting new
residents to the Rogue Valley with considerablediscretionary income.

Not only wiJlthe Centennial project provide fora special class of housing, our plan is to also include
Commercial uses along the North Phoenix Road corridor. This would support the proposedemployment
District to the south and the housingdevelopments proposed to the east. We have also considered the
Development ofa regional retreat or conferencecenter to further support the tourism industry in
Medford.The Centennial Golf Course is a great community asset and is the only public championship
course in Medford. It brings in considerable tourist dollars to our City

Thank you for your consideration

Sincerely,

Sue Kupillas, Chair
Rogue Valley Manor Board of Directors
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March 26, 2015

To: Medford Planning Commission

From: Rogue Valley Manor

Subject: Inclusion of Centennial Property in
Urban Growth Boundary
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Donald H. Ogren
2106 Quail Point Circle

Medford OR97504

March 25,2015

Medford Planning Commission
411 West Eighth Street
Medford OR 97501

Dear Members of the Planning Commission:

As a resident of Medford and Rogue Valley Manor and a golfer, I want you to know
the great importance of the Centennial GolfCourse and the further development of
this property.

Centennial is the only championship 18 -hole golf course in the Medford area, as the
Eagle Point course is quite some distance. Medford's airport and its situation on IS
make the course very accessible for out-of town visitors. In addition, the annual
junior golf tournament, hosted by Centennial, brings hundreds of people to Medford
if parents and coaches are included, in addition to the players. Not only does this
redound to the benefit of motels and restaurants, but the tournament introduces
people to the Rogue Valley and also specifically to Medford. There are other events,
such as the regional long drive championship, which attract out-of-town visitors.

As now constituted, the golf course runs a deficit every year, a situation which
obviously cannot continue indefinitely. The addition of residences would swell the
revenues of the golf course and make the property economically viable. Needless to
say, the additional residents would be good for local businesses and would not be a
significant strain on city services. The impact on traffic would be substantially less
than a retail development and probably less than other types of commercial
development Also, the tax dollars could be substantial.

As a citizen and avid golfer, I strongly support the inclusion of the Centennial
property within the Urban Growth Boundary.

Thank you for your service and consideration of this issue.
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James D Stocker
1506 Village Center Drive

Medford OR 97504

March 26, 2015

Medford Planning Commission
411 West Eighth Street
Medford OR 97504

Dear Medford Planning Commission Members;

I have been a resident of Medford at Rogue Valley Manor for nearly six years and
have represented our community as one of two resident directors on the RVM Board
since early 2013. As a member of our board committee assigned to study the plans for
expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary it has been fascinating for me to observe the
thorouqhness and careful attention to all aspects of the expansion, and to witness the
presentations of the dozens of developers, large and small, at the March 12 hearings.

As you can imagine we were very pleased to note that your Planning Staff
recommended to your Commission that our Centennial property be included within
the UGB. Many of us at the Manor look directly eastward across the splendid valley
and take pride in our ownership and stewardship of this neighboring property. We feel
that the plans which were originally made nearly ten years ago, are even more
appropriate today than they were then to meet the requirements for Medford's future
growth. The combination of open space golf fairways and quality low-density
residences would seem to be ideal for this location I

My fellow residents, arriving here from long distances and many directions, cherish our
connections with Medford and feel a deep bond with this community and its future
development. We are excited by the potential of seeing our Centennial property
contribute to that development, and hope that the recommendation of your Planning
Staff will be endorsed by your Commission.

~n~
'r: D. Stocker
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Fred Willms
1 Skyline Drive, #3412
Medford. OR 97504

March 25, 2015

Medford Planning Commission
411 West 8th Street
Medford OR 97501

Dear Members of the Medford Planning Commission:

In a letter dated March 12, 2015 to the Medford Planning Commission from the
Rogue Valley Manor Board of Directors, the history of Rogue Valley Manor's efforts
to have the Centennial Golf Course and nearby property included in the Urban
Growth Boundary was set forth. As a member of that Board and also a resident for
more than 16 years of Rogue Valley Manor, I thought it would be useful to provide
an individual's perspective on this process.

It is sometimes said that residents of Rogue Valley Manor have a shorter term
outlook about projects that might carry on for many years than the general
population. In the case of the acquisition of the land and the subsequent
development of the Centennial Golf Course. it was clear to the residents that this
project would evolve over time in a way that would be to the long-term benefit to
both the community of Medford and the Rogue Valley Manor. The residents have
been very patient in their outlook. but a sense of excitement is beginning to build
because the achievement of a long sought goal seems to be getting closer to being
realized.

The significant investment that has been made in the construction of the Centennial
Golf Course and its operation as a popular championship level course provides a
major building block to make possible the construction of an over 55 community that
will attract residents of the Rogue Valley as well as the residents of other
communities outside the Valley. I urge the Planning Commission to take advantage
of the opportunity to bring Centennial into the Urban Growth Boundary.

Very truly yours ,

~~V~
Fred Willms

Rogue Valley Manor
Resident and Board Member
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Rogue Valley Manor Residents Council
c/o Wayne H. Thomas, President

I Skyline Drive, Apt. 3314
Medford, Oregon 97504-2500

March 25. 2015

Medford Planning Commission
411 West 8th Street
Medford OR 97501

Re: Inclusion in Expansion of Urban Growth Boundary

Dear Members of the Medford Planning Commission:

The Residents Council at Rogue Valley Manor ("RVM") is comprised of all residents.
and I am its current president. Because of my involvement with residents as part of my
elected position, I am comfortable with believing that the views and thoughts I will
express are shared by the great majority of all residents.

Rogue Valley Manor's board has applied for inclusion of the Centennial Golf Course and
nearby property in Medford's Urban Growth Boundary ("UGB"). We residents strongly
support that application, and we urge the Commission to support the application and
recommend its approval by the City Council.

Centennial Golf Course is a wonderful facility and a huge benefit to the Medford area.
Centennial is not only the sole18-hole public course in Medford, but it also will qualify
for hosting PGA championship matches. As the trees and foliage mature. the course will
become ever more attractive and likely to attract regional and national golfers and
tournaments. Many of our residents regularly use and enjoy the golf course, and we want
it to continue to provide golfing enjoyment for visitors and residents.

We are aware that inclusion of the course and the land around it in the UGB is likely
essential to support continued economic viability of Centennial. RVM's proposal
includes using some of the land to be used for an Active Adult Retirement Community
and some of it would be for needed commercial uses along North Phoenix Road. Golf
courses present a particularly attractive setting for homes, and we believe that seniors
from near and far would move to the Active Retirement Community.

Another feature of RVM's proposal would preserve the inherent scenic attractiveness of
the golf course: RVM agrees that 120 acres of the total Centennial property (primarily the
fairways) will be removed from the developable portion of the land and will be preserved
as open space. We residents are very pleased with that aspect of the proposal because a
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Medford Planning Commission
March 25,2015
Page 2

large portion of us look over the golf course, and we welcome the prospect of continuing
to enjoy the open space interleaving with the housing that will be created.

There are other factors and characteristics of RVM's proposal that are also relevant and
important, and I am confident that RVM's board and others will highlight them and point
out how those factors also argue for acceptance of the RVM proposal. The residents'
support is primarily based upon their desire to retain the value of Centennial Golf Course
for RVM and for the community, but we recognize the value of these other factors. We
urge the Commission to approve RVM's highly attractive proposal to include the
property in Medford's UGH.
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hi/ITOPles
Rogue Valley Manor
1200 Mira Mar Avenue
Medford OR 97504

March 25, 2015
Medford Planning Commission
411 West 8th Street
Medford OR 97501

Dear Planning Commission Members:

I am writing to encourage you to fully support the staff recommendation regarding
the inclusion of the Centennial Property in the Urban Growth Boundary for the City
of Medford.

I edit hi/ITOPICS, a monthly newsletter produced by, for and about Rogue Valley
Manor residents. Its circulation of more than 1,500 includes some 500 prospective
residents, as well. We have been and are attracted to the Manor not only because it
is a great place to live, but also because we want to join our neighbors in their deep
commitment to the community at large-a commitment regularly reflected in the
pages of hi/ITOPICS.

I have attached two of a series of three articles specifically on this subject, written
because we're in the midst of volunteer recognition season. The first, published this
month, focuses on residents who are community leaders, serving on boards of
directors of a variety of for- and not-for-profit organizations. In the words of one,
"There's probably not a single organization in the Rogue Valley that doesn't benefit
from our expertise." The second, coming in April, focuses on the "unsung heroes"
residents who contribute by participating in dozens of volunteer organizations
week after week, year after year. In the words of one of these, "It would be selfish
not to return at least a portion of our time, treasures and talents to our community.
After all, what would society be like without the arts, recreation, and vibrant
businesses?" The third, coming in May, continues this theme.

In addition to time and talent, Manor residents donate hundreds ofthousands of
dollars, scholarships, food and merchandise annually to support Medford's arts,
music, theatre, health care, education and services to youth and the disadvantaged,
just to name a few categories of our material support to the community. We're a
huge source of employment beyond the 350 people who work here: We employ
building contractors, plumbers, electricians, housekeepers, decorators, landscapers
and more. And no one cheered more loudly-or shopped more vigorously-when
Trader [oes finally came to town!

Mypoint is: These are the kinds of people who will carry forward the tradition of
community involvement that has characterized the Manor and its residents for more
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than 50 years. These are the kinds of people who will be attracted to, who will
patronize and who will use the development that inclusion in the UGB will bring to
the Centennial GolfCourse and open space, and. most importantly, who will want to
live in the attractive residences that will surround it

Thank you in advance for increasing the Urban Growth Boundary to include The
Centennial property. Medford will benefit for years and years to come.

)ln~ ~~
Roberta Bhasin
Editor. hilITOPICS

Enclosures
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A Tale of Two Sales: Books and Big

Yes, it's back to being "Big" again, and even better. This
year's sale begins early-June 15. Co-chairs Harlan
Barry and Skip Ross are already hard at work, as are
departments with year-round tasks. Banners are on

Yes, it's that time of year again, when donations are
solicited and volunteers are recruited, for our biggest
fund raising projects, the RVMBook Sale at St. Mary's
School, in April, and the Manor sale at the Medford
Armory, in June. Here's some information about each of
them:

sale for the interior of the Armory, and a new one will
stretch across Central Avenue the entire week of the Sale,
encouraging everyone to come.

What You Can Do

bySmldye Taylor Photo: Mary Bjorkholm

Spring cleaning and the Big Sale are an unbeatable
combination. We've all got "stuff" that hasn't been used
since we moved here...and the sale's a great opportunity
to donate all of it to a good cause. Just fill out a Pick-Up

form, available at the Manor
and Plaza front desks, and the
Pick-Up crew will come, get all
your unwanteds and deliver
them to the warehouse. Books
need to be picked up by mid
March, and items for the Big
Sale should be collected before
the end of May.

Perhaps most importantly,
please volunteer. It's a great
way to meet new friends
and neighbors, interact with
members of the community,

-r . • • and help the Foundation raise
Center: Harlan Bam) & Skip Ross, 2015 Big Sale Chairs, funds. And it's Big Fun.

Left, DOll Bille; Right Phil Probst, .
2016 Big Sale Chairs SIgn-Upbooks at the Manor

and Plaza front desks are filled
with pages of departments needing assistance. Take your
pick of one or two that sound interesting.

Also, please remember that the Book Sale is a separate
event-volunteer for it, too!

The Book Sale

In the past, donated books were sold at two separate
venues-at St. Mary's School,
and in June as part of the Manor
Sale. This year, under Co-chairs
Karen Byrd and Stan Hayward,
it will be a 4-day event April 1-4
at 51. Mary's only.

The extra two days will allow
the complete inventory of
books to be available for sale.
They will be better displayed,
and patrons will be able to get
around better in the school's
large multipurpose room.
Manor-provided transportation
during the Book Sale will ease
parking. Hours will be 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.; admission is free.

The Big Sale

From the Club Room to the
Storybook House, the Manor
ground floor decor was wall 
to-wall valentines, 491 tokens
of esteem that netted $3,469
for the RVMFoundation.
Tributes to neighbors, friends,
teammates, staff, greetings
between dog park pets, all were

a part of the display that made traffic slow down enough
to read the many posted hearts. Foundation Assistant
Loni Elliott offered thanks to all the participants who
donated to the record-breaking greeting project.

by Tacy Huffman

Photo:Mary Bjorkholm Carol & Beck Beckendorf

RO~lIe Valle" Manor • hillTOPICS • Mnrc1l2015 • pn~e 5
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RVM's Community Volunteers: We Lead

"I sometimes think people in the community don't
realize how much RVM residents contribute. There's
probably not a single organization in the Rogue
Valley that doesn't benefit from our expertise."

-Mary Jane Dellenback

Prospective residents often ask about RVM's relationship
to the community. "Aren' t you isolated up there on the
hill?" they ask.

Not!

In fact, there's probably not a single organization in
the Rogue Valley that we're not part of. That's because
Manorites volunteer, big time.

In this, the first of a series on our residents' community
volunteerism, we focus on leadership: Members
and leaders of community boards of directors...their
motivation and rewards. Here are mini profiles of some
and there are probably many more:

Mary Jane Dellenback is currently on the SOPT TV
Board for the second time, as well as the Chamber
Music board. "They picked me," she smiles. That's not
surprising because, as a longtime Medford resident,
she's a leadership veteran of the Oregon Community
Foundation, Community Concerts, the Community
Health Center and Providence Hospital.

"I'm curious. So the strength I bring is asking a lot of
questions to be sure I understand an issue . That tends
to lead to better decisions. I believe boards should not
micromanage. Their job is to give advice and consent
not to get into nitty gritty details."

And, like other Manor volunteer board members, she
says she gets more than she gives.

"Board members have contact with people who are
interesting, dedicated and involved. You know what's
going on and you get the satisfaction of contributing in an
area where you have gifts."

Russy Sumariwalla would second that. His gifts include
a wealth of expertise on volunteerism itself, having led
United Way International in defining social and human
service goals that can be applied by any organization,
large or small, as well as creating a system of classifying
nonprofit organizations that is still referenced by the
IRS. Locally, he's led the United Nations Association and
currently serves on the Chamber Music Concerts board.

A lifelong lover of classical music, he says, "Our valley
attracts the very best musicians and groups from all
over the world. Membership on this board gives me the
privilege of hearing them and getting to know kindred
spirits from outside of our immediate community."

"Music is my life," says Helen Hanson, echoing Russy
and Mary Jane. Upon arrival in Medford, she was
inspired by the quality of the choral and orchestral
programs here and was encouraged by Laurie Patterson's
experience from 11 years as a board member of Rogue
Valley Symphony.

Helen wanted to be connected to the community as well
as to RVM. Since joining the symphony board, Helen has
been further inspired by the leadership and commitment
of the board members, by their enthusiasm and energy
and their great sense of responsibility for supporting

Top Row: Helen Hanson, Cynthil
Bottom Row: Bob Wahl, RllSSY Sumariuutlla, Joh

Photos: Man) Bjor

Conductor Martin Majkut as he continually raises the bar
in the Rogue Valley Symphony programs.

Being part of the larger community is important to Bill
Jacobs, too. Driven by great intellectual curiosity, he
is an analytical problem solver who loves business, as
well as the arts. He was on the Rogue Gallery and Art
Center Board when the Craterian came calling, asking to
/Ishare" some property the gallery owned. The deal this
former corporate CFO helped strike gave both struggling
organizations homes. He helped found and is currently
on the People's Bank board which he finds rewarding
because of the constant learning involved in the changing
economic and regulatory worlds.

ROllllC Valleu MOllor -I,iII Torres - Marcil201!i - "a~1' h
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As a former Hollywood film producer, Ron Silverman
loves good entertainment. That love is more than satisfied
by his involvement with the Craterian Theater which
he has helped lead for the past eight years as a board
member and now its treasurer. He says, "I definitely get
more out of serving this wonderful theater than 1could
ever give to it."

The Craterian is now part of the Collier Center for the
Performing Arts, the new name honoring the Manor's
Jim Collier, whose major contribution to the theater is
the largest donation in Craterian history. "A whole lot of
what we do is possible because of Jim's generosity," says

torence, Bill Jacobs, EdNicholson
'otkholm , Mary [ane Dellenback, Ron Silverman
'Ill, Roberta Bhasin

Ron, "and we, along with a lot of other arts organizations
in the Rogue Valley, are indebted to him."

Ron also was recently involved with the Southern Oregon
Leadership Council, an arm of the Oregon Community
Foundation. "There are thousands of people who benefit
from the work of the Foundation, and being part of that
creates a pretty good feeling," he says.

A "catch and release" angler, John Bjorkholm is
Membership chair on the Board of the Rogue Fly Fishers
Association. The group helps conserve local waters with
funds raised from an annual fall Steelhead Tournament,
in which anglers float the Rogue River with volunteer
boatmen, and a fishing-related Auction in the spring.

John reports that recently the Fish and Wildlife
Department has done an excellent job close to home. For
years, culverts that take Larson Creek under Ellendale
Drive and Black Oak Avenue had three-foot drops that
kept juvenile steelhead from migrating upstream for
protection and spawning. Raised with rocks, the water
flow is now leveled and the fish are no longer blocked.

Bob Wahl has long had an interest in community health
care. He is a board member of Rogue Community Health
(RHC-formerly Community Health Center), which
serves the uninsured and the under-insured of the
Rogue Valley with medical, dental, behavioral and social
services. Patients are 50%of the Board. Bob is also a
volunteer chaplain at Rogue Regional Medical Center. It
gives him-a great sense of achievement! --

At a friend's suggestion, Bob Tull applied for and was
appointed to the Medford Planning Commission 18 years
ago and is just this month completing his many terms.
He feels it was a "job worth doing" and particularly
enjoyed working with a "fine professional staff and
other interesting volunteers from all walks of life in our
community." He has had a chance to work on a regional
planning process, started in 2000,because great change is
anticipated in Rogue Valley in the future.

RVM residents know Ed Nicholson as an outstanding
athlete and musician. But as a former principal of three
schools in Medford, Ed has always been involved
with students and continues that interest as a member
of the Medford Rotary Club. He's in his 21st year as
Scholarship Chair of the Rotary Foundation Board. Ed's
committee interviews up to 100 applicants each year to
select the 12 - 18 seniors who receive between $2000
$3000for each of their four years of college. He finds this
a "delightful" experience!

Delight is also what Cynthia Lawrence expressed when
she was asked to join the Oregon Shakespeare Festival
board, where her experience in development has been
appreciated for three years and counting.

She has gained an understanding of what is involved in
mounting the kinds of productions this, the oldest and
longest rotating repertory company in the country, is
noted for. "I so appreciate that our brilliantly talented
company wants this life, in this place," she says. "It is a
wonderful experience to be associated with them."

by Pat Stocker andRoberta Bhasin

Editor's Note: We knou: there are mallY more residents wIlD are
lenders an bonrds and mnllY who serve in community volunteer
programs. We'd like tohear from you 50 thatwe mayinclude
you in future articles about communiis involvement. Contact
115 athilltopics@olltlook.com.
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"The Health Center and You" Clarifies Admissions, Services

followed by a physician here
or by an outside provider.
The HC staff meets weekly to
review cases. They arrange a
Care Conference at discharge
time to be sure orders are in
place and a home evaluation
is completed.

Questions from the audience
touched on the definition
of a hospital "observation
stay" and how it could affect
insurance benefits; weekend
HC admissions (yes); and

- hospice providers available.

All three presenters stressed
__='-'"", the importance of establishing

a primary care physician,
making sure that Advanced
Directive and POLST
information is current, and
being acquainted with your
insurance coverage details.
Some of these topics may
be explored further with

additional programs or informational mailings, [onna
said.

An upcoming presentation by COHO (Choosing Options,
Honoring Options, encouraging conversation centered
upon personal choices for end-of-life care) is scheduled
for April 16, National Health Care Decisions Day, called
"Creating Your Advance Directive: A Workshop." It will
be given in an afternoon session from 2:00-3:30 p.m. and
an evening session from 7:00-8:30 p.m. at the Srnullin
Health Education Center, RRMC Campus at 2825 E.
Barnett Road. John Forsyth, retired cardiologist and
COHO chair emeritus will give the introduction. The
lecture is free, but advance sign up at 541-292-6466 is
requested.

by TaCt) Huffman Photo: Gan) Crites

Editor's Note: Thirty five percent of residents completed and
returned a recent survey regarding private rooms in theHenlth
Center. The results, tobe used in long-range masterplanning
andbudgeting, are available in the Health Services Advisory
Committee meeting minutes in the Libran).

They went through two typical scenarios for admission,
the first a planned admission after surgery, the second an
unplanned admit from a physician's office.

The Rogue Valley Manor Health Center is a 68-bed Skilled
Nursing Facility that provides 24-hour services of licensed
professional nursing staff. In addition, rehabilitation
services such as physical therapy, occupational therapy
and speech therapy are available. Residents are entitled
to care in the Health Center when RVMand a physician
determine such care is appropriate. Physician referral is
essential to beginning the process, along with insurance
verification.

A Health Center stay ranges from 14 to 30 days for
a planned entry, and 7 to 30 days for an unplanned
admission. A Care Plan is put in place, and Vanessa
assigns a nursing coordinator to review physician and
medication orders, and determines if a case will be

Elyssia Caropreso, lonna Robinson, Vanessa Copeland

"The Health Center and You" presentation sponsored
by the Health Services Advisory Committee in January
brought an engaged and inquisitive audience to the
Auditorium to learn more about our campus health care.

Three presenters were on stage: Health Center (HC)
Administrator [onna Robinson, LNHA; Vanessa
Copeland, RN, Director of Nursing Services; and Elyssia
Caropreso, BSW, Social Services Director and Admissions
Coordinator.

Roon« VnllPTI MnlTnr • I,il1 TnPlrc; • Mnrr" 7011; • nnn.. R
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Community Involvement, Part II: Unsung Heroes Volunteer Day In, Day

Literally hundreds ofMallor residents are communinj
uolunieers -sparticipating ill programs that provide assistance,
information andexpertise throughout thevalley and beyolld.
Following area[eu: of theirstories. [fwe've missed you oryour
program, please let us knowat hi11topics@outlook.com.

Six years ago, Wayne Thomas learned there were
hundreds of children in the area who were wards of
the court-usually because of parents' drug use. This
prompted him to volunteer to become a court-appointed
special advocate (CASA), providing an extra set of eyes
and ears to assist the judge in determining if it would be
safe to return the children to parental custody.

One of a number of Manorites who are "CASAs," Wayne
has worked with three different families. Privacy rules
govern what he can say about his cases. However, he is
very happy that the father in one of his families overcame
years of alcohol abuse, through the Community Family
Court, and is now successfully raising his two children.

Children of the tiniest kind are John and Carmen
Aitkens' focus at Asante Rogue Regional Medical
Center. Ten-year veterans of the Cuddlers Program
there, John and Carmen say they owe the bountiful
rewards of comforting newborns to Gunther Baldauf
who coordinated the program, and his wife Dorothy
who welcomed Carmen to the Manor with the volunteer
invitation.

"1love babies," says Carmen, "and it is gratifying to
be able to help them with a touch and the sound of my
voice."

John branched out from newborn responsibilities to also
meeting a need for magazines at the hospital. Over the
past three years, he' s brought 45 at a time-for a total of
5,OOO-donated by fellow Manor residents.

Other RVM residents who volunteer at Asante include
Kumar Bhasin, Pat Butler, Helen McCrea, Eva Mullen,
Audree Note, Bob Seebold, Lee Thomally, Maria and
Bob Wahl, Phyllis Robertson, and Betty Powers.

Immediately after retiring from 44 years of high school
teaching, Sandra Peat signed on as a mentor in South
Medford High School's ASPIRE(Access to Student
Assistance Programs in Reach of Everyone) program,
established statewide in 2007.

Sandra works individually with students helping them to
evaluate college and vocational career options and apply
for financial aid and scholarships. A big part is ensuring
the students meet deadlines, with the most important role
being as a supportive adult.

She works with four students four hours a month in
weekly meetings at the school- plus much emailing and
texting.

Sandra says, "Both as a teacher and a mentor, my goal is
to encourage young people to see their potential and find
the paths that would lead them to happy and fulfilling
lives."

Dottie Brown just retired from more than five years of
volunteering at the downtown Medford Library, where
she staffed the Friends of the Library Bookstore for four
shifts a month.

Dottie says the bookstore has many good buys, with
books for as little as $1.00.Proceeds are used to support
the Library, children and teen programs, and summer

Top Row: Sandra Peat, John & Carmel
Bottom Row: Pat Parsons, Dottie Brown, vv.

reading programs. Her colleagues at the bookstore said
they miss her already and wish she were still there. They
admired her grace and charm and remember how she
would sprint across the street to get to her shift on time.

Jim Havstad is giving a Steinway Model D nine-foot
piano to the Southern University Music Program. "1am
giving this piano to the music program because of the
great respect I have for Alexander Tutunov, Professor of
Piano," Jim explains.

The piano will be used exclusively for classical music
by the Southern Oregon University Music Program.
It is an exceptional instrument fitted with two actions

"It would·be selfish not to return at least a poffion 0

After all what would our society be like without the a

Rogue Valley Manor. hillTOPICS. April2015 • page 6
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•
Out, All Year Long

voiced either to bold sound or more subtle sound which
can be interchanged depending on the preference of the
performer.

Liz and Dave Dealey volunteer in their daughter Diane
Neill's nonprofit "California Forestry Challenge." The
program gives more than 300 high school students and 40
teachers experience in aspects of Forestry Management,
such as tree measurement and identification and
ecological relationships. Some have never been out of
the city or in a forest, so you can imagine their joy and
eagerness to participate.

I Aitken, Jim Haustad, Barbara Hagen,
'clyne Thomas, Liz & Dave Dealy, Barb Field

Students and teachers return home with a new
understanding of the interaction of nature and humans
and of the ecology of a specific forest area; some students
have even made their careers in Forestry Management
and other natural resources areas as a result of this
opportunity.

Visitors from all over the world come to Ashland for the
Oregon Shakespeare Festival (OSF), says Barb Field, who
has volunteered at the Ashland Chamber of Commerce
and Plaza Information booth for 20 years. The chance to
meet and help them is what drew Barb to this volunteer
program. A FAQ is, "What else is there to do in Southern

r time, treasures, ana. talents to our aommuni1fY.
s, recreation, and vibrant businesses?"--Will Van Ert

Oregon besides attend plays?" The "A," of course, is
myriad outdoor activities, other cultural and educational
venues. Hiking and bike riding maps are among the most
requested, and even locals are fascinated to learn that
Lithia Park was designed by John McLaren, who also
designed Golden Gate Park in San Francisco. Barb says
she recently helped a couple from Shanghai. "You mean
you came all the way here from China?" she asked. "Yes,
they enjoy Shakespeare and learned about OSFon the
Chamber's web site. The office really keeps us on our
toes."

Speaking of OSF, Barbara Hagen is enthusiastically
beginning her sixteenth year of volunteerism at the Tudor
Guild Gift Shop. Why does she enjoy working there so
much? Because she wants to have a close association with
the theater and likes to help it. Besides, she says with a
smile, "I get free tickets to all the plays."

Barbara worked assisting shoppers find just what they
wanted until her hearing became a problem. Now her
assignment is to mark items for sale and to roll posters.

The gift shop features books, jewelry crafted by local
artisans, specialty foods with an English theme, charming
gifts for children, costumes, and greeting cards. Also,
warm sweatshirts for tourists who didn't pack them.

Proceeds from the Gift Shop go to support the
Shakespeare Festival actors.

Pat Parsons has been in the hospitality business as a
volunteer, since 1982 starting at Travelers Aid at the
San Francisco International Airport and then at Sonoma
Visitors Center. And so when she came to RVM in 1995
and a resident advised her "to get off the hill" for her
volunteering, it was natural for her to join the Medford
Visitors Center by Harry and David's and to work at
Medford's International Airport. Now in her 20th year of
volunteering in Medford, Pat has been honored with the
Jackson County Service Award.

She loves to meet different people and always hopes "to
improve the quality of life for those I encounter." Jim and
Pat Stocker can attest to her gracious, enthusiastic and
informative help. On their first visit to Medford in 2006
when they picked up descriptive pamphlets at the Visitors
Center, they quickly learned that Pat was a resident of
RVM. They say her welcoming attitude influenced their
decision to come here.

Pat recalls trying to help a distraught couple whose plans
had been completely upset by a flight delay. She recalls
saying: "At least you can be sure that your flight out of
Medford will be the first flight to go."

byLiz Calduiell, Pat Stocker, Emily Riled, Barbara Wassoll

Photos: Mary Biorkholm, He/ell Russ, Keith Stewart
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CSA Planning. Ltd
RECEIVE~97 Brownridge. Suile 101

Medford. OR 97504

March 26, 201 5

Medford Planning Commission
c/o Jim Huber, Director
City of Medford Planning Department
200 South Ivy Street, Lausmann Annex
Medford, OR 97501

MAR 262015

Planning Dept.

Telephone 541 .779.0569
Fax 541 .779.0114

Raul@CSAplenning nel

RE: Concapt. Plan for Urban Reserve Area MD-4 ("Hillcres~D;s~r;ct")

File No. CPA 14-114

Dear Chair McFadden and Members of the Commission:

Thank you for your consideration on March 121h of our presentation for the Hillcrest
District Concept Plan in Urban Reserve Area MD-4 and the merits for inclusion in the
urban growth boundary.

I am enclosing for the record and your further consideration the Hillcrest District
Background Information document as a companion to the Hillcrest District MD-4
Concept Plan now included at Exhibit J of the record. The Background document is a
study relating the features of the land to the existing conditions that surround the site
in context with the city and regional long range growth plans.

The Hillcrest District includes a 29 acre parcel owned by Rocky Knoll LLC and a 247
acre tract of land held by the Hillcrest Corporation in its capacity as entity of the
Cogwell Limited Partnership. These two entities are comprised, respectively, of the
members of the families that have held these properties for more than 100 years.
Both the Hillcrest Corporation Board of Directors and the individual members of the
Rocky Knoll LLC unanimously voted to forward to the City of Medford their proposed
Hillcrest District Conceptual Plan after coordinating carefully together in consideration
of their family heritage, changing conditions, and sensitivities of the surrounding
community.

The Background Information will for the same reasons be useful to you in your role. It
also will amplify my response to your question that the "one big thing" that MD-4
brings to serve the City's urban needs is its centrality as an enclave deep within
Medford's existing urbanizabJe area.

For example, instead of bussing all of the elementary school children in the
surrounding neighborhoods across town to Abraham Lincoln and Hoover Elementary
Schools (See Background Doc, Page 24), at tremendous ongoing operational cost in
time/money/insurance/vehicle miles travelled, a site located in the Hillcrest District
combined the site already designated in the Southeast Neighborhood Plan would
provide substantial relief to the overcrowding in the two existing schools identified
above as well as Lone Pine Elementary. The proposed Hillcrest District Concept Plan
includes a potential elementary school site (See Pages 12 and 18 of the Concept Plan
Proposal, Exhibit J of March 12m Packet) conveniently located for walking, cycling, or
parent drop-off for children who live in the nearby Vista Pointe, Bel Air Heights, and
Greyson Heights. Should the school district determine that it has no need for the site,
the Concept Plan would allow for other uses allowed in the C-S/P zoning district
which corresponds to the SC GLUP designation.
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While other urban reserve areas (if included in the UGB) may very well need additional
schools to accommodate enrollment pressures related specifically to adding particular
new growth areas. a school in MD-4 would be of immediate service to the existing
needs of the community.

Similarly. the mapping at Background Doc. Page 25 for Medford Fire-Rescue facilities
and service areas clearly illustrates that there is a significant gap between Fire Stations
5 and 6 that would indicate a likely need in the future for an additional station. Indeed,
the City's 2011 Emergency Service Master Plan (Fire Rescue) recognizes the coverage
gap under the heading Distribution and Initial Arriving Unit Travel Time:

Travel time is potentially the longest of the response phases. The distance between
the fire station and the location of the emergency influences total response time the
most. The quality and connectivity of streets, traffic, driver training, geography, and
environmental conditions are also factors. This phase begins with initial apparatus
movement towards the incident location and ends when response personnel and
apparatus arrive at the emergency's location. Within MFR's target response
performance objectives, four minutes is allowed for travel time to incidents within the
City of Medford. Seven minutes 30 seconds is allowed for travel time to MRFPD No.2
incidents.

The following map illustrates the area that can be reached from all Medford fire
stations and adjacent agency stations in four minutes of travel time, the time allowed
by the MFR response time performance target for the City of Medford. It is based on
actual travel speeds along roadways, adjusted for turning maneuvers.

c:J-..-.-.------- ..-
Sc.,I1
D-..-.,... .......w.~- I

__.::::e 56: Initial UnK Travel n~e cap~ty of Medford .~

_:=:= . rb. lUi!

~}.

Adequate coverage is provided except for the city's most northern area and an area to
the east."

Medford Planning Commission Page 2
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The proposed Concept Plan anticipates that a station may be desired by the City at
either the northwest corner of the Hillcrest District, which is proposed to be
designated as Community Commercial land. The area has the advantage of being
located along the primary north-south arterial (North Phoenix Road) through east
Medford and is near the interchange with McAndrews Road to position it for dispatch
in any direction. A site would also be located between the park and the highest
density housing area in the Hillcrest District.

Another very important part of the Background information, at Page 28, shows how
the Hillcrest District, if included in the UGB consistent with the proposed concept, will
work with the existing supply of buildable employment and residential lots nearby to
form a mixed-use district where jobs and housing may be credited toward the
Regional Transportation Plan Measures for the same.

Please note that the property owners' proposed Concept Plan is generally consistent
with the plan forwarded by the Planning Department except in three respects:

• Property Owners' proposal specifically identifies where the 15% of Open Space
required by the Regional Plan Element will be located. The owners' plan will
ensure a cohesive and contiguous tract will be preserved to include the pond
and area north to the Bella Vista parkland, and will ensure that a buffer garden
will be located along the northern boundary of the historic district boundary
(about five acres containing the residence and other designated historic
buildings in the southwest corner of the district).

• Property Owners' proposal does not plan Hemlock Drive to extend as a through
higher-order street from the Greyson Heights neighborhood on the east side to
North Phoenix Road. The City's street connectivity standard will require at
least a local street to connect to Hemlock Street, but designating that as a
through collector or arterial would likely have the effect of inducing cut-through
traffic on Hemlock Drive through Greyson Heights. Hemlock Drive was not
planned or designed to function as a collector roadway. The property owners'
concept plan instead shows a local standard residential street connection to
Highland Court to ensure that an outlet at the end of that neighborhood's street
system is made available. However, the alignment does not allow for traffic to
pick up speed coming down grade along a straight course in the manner that
the connection to Hemlock Drive would certainly promote as shown on the
City's proposed plan. The property owners' concept plan also does specify at
least a standard residential or commercial street connection to Vista Pointe
must be provided. Vista Pointe Drive is the shortest existing public street
connection from McAndrews Road to the east boundary of the Hillcrest
District, and passes through just over one block of a planned commercial area
within the Visa Pointe PUD. That street should be the primary designated
connection from the east into the District. The exact functional classification
should be determined when the Transportation System Plan update is
completed for the selected growth areas.

• The property owners have proposed that the City adopt a Minimum Density
Overlay either as a zoning map or GLUP map overlay to provide a simple
planning tool which will assist the City in demonstrating that its residential
commitments under the Regional Plan will be met without need to amend its
residential land use categories . Please find enclosed also a memorandum
outlining how that could function including propose draft text for a zoning
district overlay section to be established at MLDC Section 10.347.

Medford Planning Commission Page 3
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For the reasons outlined above, the property owners hereby request that the City
utilize the property owners' proposed Hillcrest District Conceptual Plan as the basis for
further consideration through its proceedings for urban growth planning. Very truly
yours,

CSA Planning, Ltd.

aJ~
Raul G. Woerner
Principal

Enclosures (2): Hillcrest District Background Information Packet (companion
document to MD-4 Concept Plan);

Memorandum: "Urban Reserve Planning - Minimum Density
Overlays" dated March 26, 2015 by CSA Planning, Ltd.

Medford Planning Commission Page 4
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HILLCREST DISTRICT
VICINITY MAP

The 276-acre Hillcrest District IS

located 111 East Medford,

surrounded on all four sides by the

City Limits and Urban Crowth

Boundary.

The area IS readily accessible.

Foothill Road/North Phoenix Road
along the west side of the district is

the primary north-south arterial

corridor 111 East Medford.
McAndrews Road (arterial) and

Hillcrest Road (major collector)

provide the primary east-west

approaches to the area. Utilizing

these routes, the district IS

approximately two miles from

downtown Medford and

approximately three miles from

both the north and south freeway

interchanges in Medford. The

Fern Valley interchange in Phoenix

is about 3.5 miles to the south.

URBAN RESERVES

'1he Hillcrest District is an urban

reserve area (URA) identified as

MD-4 in the Greater Bear Creek

Valley Regional Plan (RPS). It is

the only fully enclaved urban

reserve in the region.

Pursuant Regional Plan, Medford

envisions MD-4 as a master

planned mixed-use area with

residential and commercial uses

including a town center to support

higher densities. The Regional

Plan establishes that the land use

mix for MD-4, by percent of area,

shall be:

• 63% Residential Land

• 15% Parks & Open Space

• 22% Employment Land
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CURRENT USES / FACILITIES

The property IS primarily used for orchard and vineyard

with portions lying fallow. There are also ancillary

agricultural production and accessory use facilities dispersed
throughout.

Also located in the southwest corner of the property are the
main residence and various other residential improvements.

The Roxy Ann Winery, varIOUS processing and sales

facilities are located in the property southwest corner, along
Hillcrest Road.
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The Roxy Ann Winery, tasting room and farm stand are

located adjacent to Hillcrest Road .

A winery, tasting room and farm stand, a handful of other

historically significant improvements including the main
residence and Boys' hou se are also located along Hillcrest

Road, in the property southwest corner.

Miscellaneous other structures including farrnworker housing,

barns and other farm-related improvements are dispersed
throughout the east side of the tract.

In all, there are 11 dwellings recognized on the property.
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SURROUNDING LAND USES SURROUNDING LAND USES

• • HillcrestSite Medford Zoning _ MFR-20...
Open Space c-c SFR.OO

;:::~ UGB C-S/P SFR-10o TaxLots MFR·15

The "H illcrest District (MD4.) is

surrounded on all sides by the City
of Medford,

The Gre yson Heights and Bel Air
Heights subdivisions to the
southeast are fully developed

residential neighborhoods.
Additional developed residential
neighborhoods extend to the south
and east.

The Hillcrest Office Park to the
south is built out. A vacant parcel

of approximately seven acres
adjacent and west of the Hillcrest

Office Park IS designated as
commercial land on the GLUP

Map and split zoned (C-S/P with 2
acres MFR-20). This land, along
with the 7'" Fairway PUD to the

south, is land from the Hillcrest

District that was included III

Medford's exiting UGB.

Further to the southwest is the

Rogue Valley Country Club
intermixed with residential

neighborhoods.

The Carpenter property to the west
includes three residences and

farmland within the urban growth
boundary. The Brookdale
Meadows neighborhood to the west
was subdivided from the Carpenter
property in 1991. The Vista Point

mixed use neighborhood has a
commercial office building, a
church and the rest is residential.

The Vista Point neighborhood is
still being developed. The portion

immediately east of the subject
property includes street and

infrastructure improvements only.

Directly to the north is the Bella
Vista residential neighborhood
currently under construction.
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STREET FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION

Two arterial streets and a major collector roadway are routed
along the district boundaries. These are East McAndrews

Road, Foothill Road and Hillcrest Road, respectively.

The local street network to the east includes three public
residential streets (Vista Pointe Drive, Chablis Terrace, and
Hemlock Drive) that extend to and currently terminate at the
Hillcrest District boundary.

'The Foothill/North Phoenix Road corridor and McAndrews

Road to the west of Foothill Road, are also designated as
freight routes in the Medford Transportation System Plan
(TSP).
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STREETJURISDICTION

The Hillcrest District IS

surrounded on all sides by public

streets under both the county and

city jurisdiction. Foothill Road

adjacent to Hillcrest is currently

under County jurisdiction. That

arterial roadway is slated for a $13

million improvement project to

widen to 5 lanes with curb, gutter,

sidewalk, and bike lanes as part of

the Program of 2015-2018

Transportation Projects

[Metropolitan Transportation

Improvement Project No. 863).

Projects in the MTIP are drawn

from the RVMPO 2013-2038

Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP).

The Bella Vista development to the

north includes a local city street

stubbing at the Hillcrest north

property line.

To the east are three City of

Medford local streets and - a short

private street stub.

To the south across Hillcrest Road

are three residential cul-de-sac

streets serving the Bel Air Heights

neighborhood, one public street

connecting through to North

Phoenix Road between a

commercial office park and a

residential neighborhood, and one

private road.

Road and East

are both under City

Hillcrest

McAndrews

jurisdiction.

1,000 2,000 Feel
I

o

,-v

- Local Access

- Slale

- Private

- County
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PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE PATH
NETWORK

The nearby multi-use path parallel with East McAndrews is a

heavily used facility. Thrasher Lane by Veranda Park west of

Foothill Road has become a trailhead lor a popular hike up
to the Oregon Hills Park in Vista Pointe. This urban trail has

become a regional draw for fitness b'TOUpS (e.g., "Boot
Camp") who favor its safe and attractive hillside attributes.

'Ihe Hillcrest District IS surrounded on three sides by

planned bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

The Hillcrest District is well situated to expand and connect
the existing and planned trail infrastructure. A private park in
the Bella Vista adjacent and north or the Hillcrest District

includes a trail paralleling the irrigation canal south from
McAndrews Road to the Hillcrest land. The adjacent portion
of the Hillcrest District is well suited to provide an expansive

park and open space area to encompass the hillside and pond
to the south, with further linkages to a town center beyond. A

40-foot wide parkway along a central north-south street
through the District would pro vide a trail link from Vista

Pointe to Hillcrest Road the parks and activity centers to be
provided in between. A greenway trail and park along Lazy

Creek would also connect Hillcrest Road to the Vista Pointe
and Creyson Heights neigborhoods to the east.
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WATER FACILITIES

·-_1Hillcrest Distnet Facilities - Main water Pressure Zones Zone 4

10-Fool Contours ~ PUMP STATION of- Hydrant Zone 1 ZoneS

"III\.
Q • Fire Service Zone 2 Zone 6- ,.Urban Growth Boundary RESERVOIR'l'I1i

®
Zone 3

RESERVOIR, FUTURE

The Hillcrest District is within two

separate City of Medford Water

Facility Pressure Zones, being

Zones 1 and 2. In order to achieve

appropriate water pressure to

recipients, each zone is to be

developed independently of one

another.

Based on City of Medford "rater
Commission (MWC) facility plans

and correspondence with MWC

staff, there is sufficient water

quantity and pressure to serve both

Zones 1 and 2 within the Hillcrest

District.

Based on current pressures within

both Zones 1 and 2, the City

recommends adjusting Zone 2

slightly into Zone 1 in order to

assure adequate pressure.

Existing water line infrastructure

abuts the Hillcrest District on all

tour sides. More importantly, water

lines from within each zone abut

both corresponding pressure zones

within the Hillcrest property,

making future connections /

extensions a straightforward

proposition.
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SEWER / SANITATION FACILITIES

- Sewer Lines

.-_IHillcrest District

10·Foot Contours

"I" '"; I I I r Urban Growth Boundary

A City of Medford sewer main

traverses the Hillcrest property

from east to west. An additional

line crosses the property's

southeast corner. Other lines abut

the property at the corner of

Hillcrest Road and Foothill Road

and to the northeast, near East

McAndrews Road.

The location of sewer lines on the

subject property makes future

connection a fairly straightforward

proposition.

The main sewer line extending

through the Hillcrest District

connects to lines at Foothill Road.

From there, the lines make their

way to the regional interceptor

along Bear Creek to the northwest,

then eventually to the regional

water reclamation facility northwest

of White City.

Based on City of Medford Sewer

Facility Plan and correspondence

with City of Medford staff, the

Lone Pine and McAndrews Road

sections between the subject

property and the Bear Creek

regional interceptor do not

currently have sufficient capacity to

accommodate all potential future

de velopment that may be served by

said lines (including land currently

within the City UGB). However,

these deficiencies have been

identified and are planned to be

sulliciently improved over the

planning period.
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TOPOGRAPHY
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The Hillcrest District is located on

the east side of the Bear Creek

Valley at the foot of Roxy Anne.

Slopes are primarily gentle to

moderate with two small inclusions

of steeper hillocks on the

perimeter.

The main aspect IS southwesterly

with slight variations within small

drainages and hillsides.

Slopes on portions of the hill

situated at the northerly boundary

of the property range from 10 to 40

percent, with 15 to 27 percent

being the typical.

The remainder or the property IS

comprised of slopes less than 15

percent and the majority of the

property includes slopes around 1

4 percent.

Based on the predominantly gentle

slopes, the site IS able to

accommodate a wide range of

development types without any

significant grading concerns.

The site is well positioned to take

advantage of views of the city and

mountain skyline to the west and

south. Views of Roxy Ann nearby

to the northeast are also prevalent

from much of the property.

The gentle to moderate slopes will

allow future development to

maintain excellent solar orientation

and generally unobstructed views of

the surrounding area after full
build-out.

The northwest portion of the

property, being within a slight

drainage, is visible from Foothill

road but due to low elevation, does

not benefit as much in the way of

views offsite. Taller buildings such

as apartments would be

unobtrusively sited at this location

along a likely future transit route.
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SLOPES

Pursuant to MLDC Chapter

10.012, slopes over 30% are not

deemed buildable.

As illustrated by the slopes map,

most of the property includes

slopes less than 15%.

Where slopes between 15% and

25% occur (aside from the fore

mentioned hill situated at the north

end of the property), there is

sufficient llexibility to

accommodate appropriate

development.

Lower portions of the property are

gentIe to nat, allowing existing and

future development to the west and

SOUtIl unobstructed views over the

Hillcrest District.

Existing and future development

situated to t.he north and east. is and

will be elevated above and has

views over the Hillcrest District.

Slopes allow the Hillcrest District

to be developed in a manner that

ties-in with yet does not impede

natural views of the valley from

surrounding neighborhoods.

subject

10.929

Slopes 15% or greater are

the MLDC Chapter

Hillside Ordinance.

Slopes 25% or greater are not

required to be included in the

buildable inventory pursuant to

OAR 660-0024 and 660-008
005(2). Using City 2-foot contours,

the hill situated at the north end of

the property IS found to be

dominated by slopes in excess of

25%. This affected area IS

comprised of approximately 13

acres.

~.

,. • .: Hillcrest District
••• .r

5-Foot Contours

15% - 25% Slope

• 25% - 35% Slope

• 35% & Greater Slope ~o
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Beyond and adjacent to the subject

property, within the current City

Limits, the city has a riparian

corridor overlay both upstream and

downstream along Lazy Creek.

The property feeds into two

distinct drainage basins being Lazy

Creek and Lone Pine, as noted on

the City of Medford Local

Wetland Inventory Map.

The same riparian overlay covers

the adjacent property to the

northwest, below the pond.

There are no other identified

wetlands or water features on the

property.

• The Medford Canal traverses

the northwest corner within a

GO-foot wide easement.

WATER FEA1-'URES: STREAMS, CANALS,

FLOODPLAIN AND RIPARIAN

There are three water features on

the property:

• A 2.0 acre pond fed by the
Medford Canal is also situated

in the northwest corner.

• Lay Creek, a seasonal stream,

crosses the property southeast

corner. A portion of the stream

includes an approximate

method (Zone A) FEMA

floodplain and a small portion

includes a floodplain with a

FEMA determined base flood

elevation.
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GLUP EAST MEDFORD

A few small pockets of Commercial, Urban Medium Density

Residential and Public / Open Space lands do occur
throughout. However, the map illustrates the general

deficiency of commercial in East Medford.

The Hillcrest District is surrounded on all sides by the City of

Medford.

The significant majority of the property in East Medford IS

I rban Residential designated.

The Hillcrest District is well situated to fulfill a range of land
needs including Commercial and Institutional, in addition to
Urban High, Medium and Standard Residential.
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The Hillcrest District is surrounded on three and one half
sides by City of Medford Urban Residential designated lands.

SURROUNDING GLUP

A small pocket of commercial is nearby to the north between
East McAndrews and Lone Pine, adjacent to Foothill Road.

The lands to the southwest are a mixture of Commercial,

Community Commercial and Urban Medium Density
Residential.

The Vista Pointe PUD (a mixed use development) is situated
to the northeast, including a blend of residential and
commercial uses approved through Planned Unit
Developments.•
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CITY OF MEDFORD ZONING MAP CITY ZONING

City Zoning implements the City General Land Use Plan

designations through land use categories defined in greater

detail.

Also apparent is the general lack of Commercial zones in East

Medford to provide work and shopping opportunities closer to
homes.

Most of East Medford includes residential zoned lands, with

SFR-4 being the predominant zone. There are pocket') of place

holder SFR-OO throughout East Medford as well.
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SURROUNDING ZONING MAP
SURROUNDING CITY ZONING

The Hillcrest District sits at the dividing line between hillside lands to the

east and gently sloped lands to the west.

Sixteen acres that were formally part of the Hillcrest property ("Block

17") are now in the UG13 to the south. The realignment of N. Phoenix

Road divided the block in half. The portion to the south has been
developed as a mixed-use project (7tl' Fairway PUD) and the remainder

zoned C-S/P and MFR-20 adjacent to the Hillcrest GUice Park.

The predominant SFR-4 zoning in the area reflects existing development

patterns and development on moderate hillsides. Similarly, pockets of

SFR-2 reflect the steeper sloped lands intermixed throughout.

Westridge Village at Vista Pointe, a mixed use development adjacent to

the east boundary of the Hillcrest District, is partially developed with a

relatively large community church and two office buildings. The portion

between McAndrews Road and the Hillcrest District is planned for mixed

residential, a congregate care facility and commercial retail and office

uses. Street and utility infrastructure are in place at this time. The SFR-OO

zoned Carpenter property to the west of Foothill Road includes a mixture

of open space, agriculture and a few homes.

The Southeast Plan area nearby to the south is comprised of a mixture of

Medium and Standard Residential zones stemming from a commercial

core located near the intersection of Barnett Road and North Phoenix

Road.
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URBAN RESERVE AREA CONCEPT PLAN REQUIREMENTS

Mixed Use / Pedestrian Friendly Areas. The Conceptual Land Use Plan shall

provide sufficient information to demonstrate how the commitments of Section

4.1.6 above will be met at full build-out of the area added through the I GB

amendment.

Transportation Infrastructure. The Conceptual Land Use PhU1 shall include the

transportation infrastructure required in Section 1.1.7 above.

a. Target Residential Density. The Conceptual Land l se Plan shall provide sufficient

information to demonstrate how the residential densities of Section 4.1.5 above will

be met at full build-out of the area added through the UeB amendment.

b. Land Use Distribution. The Conceptual Land Use Plan shall indicate how the

proposal is consistent with the general distribution of land uses in the Regional

Plan, especially where a specific set of land uses were part of the rationale tor

designating land which Well) determined by the Resource Lands Review Committee

to be commercial agricultural land as part of an urban reserve, which applies to the

following URs: cr.m. CP-IC, CP-/l.o, CP-6A, CP-2B, MD-'l., MD-6, MD-7mid,

MD-7n, PH-2, TA-2, TA-It..

Conceptual Land Use Plans.

A proposal lor a UeB Amendment into a designated L'R shall include a Conceptual

Land I se Plan prepared by the City in collaboration with the Rogue Valley Metropolitan

Planning Organization, applicable irrigation districts, Jackson County, and other affected

agencies tor the area proposed to be added to the Ue B as follows:
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~SON
~ -

e"'AINST

The largest and most pronounced

Open Space element In East

Medford is Prescott Park. This

1700 acre property including Roxy

Ann is less than one mile to the

east of the Hillcre st District.

T he recently constructed Oregon

Hills Park is located adjacent to the

Vista Pointe neighborhood to the

east.

T he Rogue Valley Country Club

and golf course are situated nearby

to the southwest.

The subject property itself is well

situated for providing a fair amount

of public and private park / open

space for the local residents and

east Medford community.

PUBLIC, OPEN SPACE & CRITICAL FACILITIES

As apparent on both the Zoning

and GLUP maps herein above,

much of East Medford IS

residentially developed.

However, given the network of

arterial and collector street." access

to public and critical emergency

facilities IS very good. The

Hillcrest District is within a the 4

minute response distance from Fire

Station 6 situated near the corner

of East Barnert and North Phoenix

Road.

The Rogue Valley Medical center

is nearby to the south, Providence

Medical Center is a short 5 minutes

to the west.

There are a number of school and

medical service facilities within 5

minutes.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CAPACITY YEAR 2020 MIDDLE SCHOOL CAPACITY YEAR 2020
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EAST MEDFORD ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL ANALYSIS

An elementary or middle school located in the

Hillcrest District would be within walking

distance of a significant number of existing <U1d

future residential neighborhoods.

The Hillcrest District is situated approximately

hall-way between Lone Pine and Hoover

Elementary Schools. The site is well situated to

accommodate a school in a manner that could

help alleviate pressure on both Lone Pine and

Hoover.

Based on analysis provided in the Medford

School District Facilities Plan 2012 Update

(which has been incorporated into the City of

Medford's Comprehensive Plan in the Public

Facilities Element), Medford schools will see a

strong need for additional elementary and middle

schools based on city and regional population

growth projections.
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KEY
Hillcrest District

Vista Pointe Mixed Use

r..:"J Selected Amendment Locatrions (SAL's)

Medford GLUP
_ eM
_ ee

se
UH

INTERNAL STUDY AREAS (lSA'S)

SELECTED AMENDMENT
LOCATIONS (SAL'S)

The City of Medford recently completed a review

of its existing UGB Area and adopted revisions to

Selected Amendment Locations to increase

efficiency of its existing land base. SAL No. 930

(aka The Carpenter Property) includes a mixture of

Commercial and Urban Medium Residential

adjacent to and along North Phoenix Road.

The proximity of the recommended commercial

and medium-density residential PAL's adjacent to

the Hillcrest District would be compatible with the

conceptual commercial and medium density areas

within the Hillcrest District.
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Proposed Land Use Concept Plan with Minimum Density
Overlay (MDO)

Proposed Land Use Concept Plan On Aerial
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN (RTP)
MEASURES / JOBS & HOUSING

1;000 500.---

(- -

c..-.J Activity Center

Hillcrest District

~ One Quarter Mile Buffer

R'T'P Measure 5: Percent of New

Dwelling Units 111 Mixed

Use/Pedestrian-Friendly Areas

have a Year 2020 regional target of
11.9%.

RT'P Measure 5 is determined by

tracking building permits and

comparing the ratio between new

dwelling units in 'I'OD's (Mixed

Land Use Areas) and total nevv

dwellings in the region.

RT'P Measure 6: Percent of New

Employment in Mixed Use /

Pedestrian-Friendly Areas have a

Year 2020 regional target of 4.4%.

RTP Measure G is estimated

through review of annual

employment Jiles issued from the

State of Oregon. The percentages

represent a ratio of new

employment in TOO's (Mixed I se

Development) as compared with

total new employment 111 the

region.

Employment areas within the

Hillcrest District, the adjacent Vista

Pointe commercial center to the

northeast, the Hillcrest Office Park

to the south, and the

recommended SAL #930

commercial area to the west (AKA

the Carpenter Property) are

arrayed in close proximity 0/4·
mile) to planned medium and high

density residential areas creating

mixed use areas. Other qualifying

activity areas include designated

parks, greenways / trails and a

community church.

Jobs created within this area and

dwelling units permitted at a

density of 10 per acre or will be

counted toward achievement of

RTP Year 2020 targets .
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Subject: Urban Reserve Planning - Minimum Density Overlays

Memorandum

To:

Date:

RECEIVED

MAR 262015

PLANNING DEPT.

City of Medford Planning Commission

March 26. 2015

eSA Planning, Ltd
4497 Brownridge. Suite 101

Medford. OR 97504

Telephone 541.779,0569
Fax 541.779 .0114

Aau@CSAplanningnet

Chair McFadden and Members of the Planning Commission:

This memorandum is provided to detail a planning overlay strategy that could be
combined with Medford's existing General Land Use Plan map designations and
zoning districts to achieve the "committed densities" established in the Greater Bear
Creek Valley Regional Plan for the designated urban reserve areas. Section 4.1.5 in
the Regional Plan Element of the Medford Comprehensive Plan provides :

"Committed Residential Density. Land within an urban reserve and land
currently w ithin an Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) but outside of the
existing City Limit shall be built, at a minimum, to the following residential
densities. This requirement can be offset by in c reas in g the residential
density in the City Limit.

C ity Dwell ing units per gross acre
2010-2035 2036-2060

Central Point
Eagle Point
Medford
Phoenix
Talent

6 .9
6 .5
6.6
6 .6
6 .6

7.9
7 .5
7.6
7.6
7 .6

a. Prior to annexation, each city shall establish (or, if they exist already,
shall adjust) minimum densities in each of its residential zones such that
if all areas build out to the minimum allowed the committed densities
shall be met. This shall be made a condition of approval of a UGB
amendment."

Section 4.1.8 of the Regional Plan Element. which lists the requirements for
Conceptual Land Use Plan. imposes the following requirement for any Conceptual
Plan for area to be added to a UGB:

"a. Target Residential Density. The Conceptual Land Use Plan shall
provide sufficient information to demonstrate how the residential
densities of Section 4 .1 .5 above will be met at full build-out of the area
added through the UGB amendment:'

The City's adopted housing study contains data about what average densities
achieved over the study period by GLUP and by housing type. A GLUP map
arrangement could be proposed for an urban reserve area that. based on the trend
data from the housing element. would likely achieve a particular density target.
However, the same configuration could potentially fall short at build out if only the
minimum densities for the GLUP map areas were to be utilized.

This is especially a concern for the Urban Residential (UR) GLUP map designation
which comprises the majority of forecasted housing need. Because the UR (Urban
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Residential) map designation has such a wide range of densities (from minimum 0 .80
dwelling units per acre in the SFR-2 zone to 12 per acre in the SFR-10 zone with a
20% PUD density bonus), an urban growth boundary amendment study that assumes
a worst-case scenario of minimum density allowable within the UR GLUP map
designations would greatly underestimate the likely densities to be achieved at build
out.

Subsection 4.1 .5(a) of the Regional Plan Element anticipates such a problem and
directs the participating cities to adjust minimum densities in residential zones to
assure that the committed densities will be met. However, adjusting a city's minimum
density requirements for each residential zoning district would impact existing areas
that have been already built-out or approved for development under the current zoning
schemes to create non-conforming use situations over broad areas. What is needed is
a more targeted approach that would be applied only to the areas specified for
committed density targets by the Regional Plan . These are the lands within UGBs but
outside the existing city limits and lands within an urban reserve. At the time the
Regional Plan was adopted, the City of Medford had already annexed most if not all of
the designated residential land within its urban growth boundary. Consequently, it is
Medford's urban reserves that are the key areas of concern.

A common method of refining the standards of a zoning district in a targeted way is to
adopt a zoning overlay district. The City of Medford has adopted several such
districts in the past, consistent with Section 10.345 of the Medford Land Development
Code:

"10.345 Purpose of Overlay Districts

Overlay districts impose additional or different land development
regulations or procedures on certain parcels or areas of the City. They
generally coincide with a special area plan or implement a specific
Comprehensive Plan policy, such as identifying those parcels containing
historic resources that are subject to specific regulations. Overlay
districts address issues not addressed by the underlying zoning d istrict.
The boundaries of each overlay district are shown on the official zoning
map of the City of Medford. See Section 10.251 regarding Exceptions to
the site development standards contained in the overlay districts."

A Minimum Density Overlay (MDO) District could be codified in the Medford Land
Development Code at Section 10.346 or 10.347 as neither section number is currently
in use. The first overlay district appears at Section 10.348 (Limited Industrial Overlay
District, 1-00). For the City's consideration and further refinement, the following draft
code language is offered:

"10.347 Minimum Density Overlay District. MOO

A. Purpose: To implement the Committed Residential Density strategy
adopted in accordance with Section 4 .1 .5 of the Regional Plan Element.
This overlay functions to increase the minimum required residential
density over any base zoning d istrict other than SFR-OO, which is a
holding zone.

B. Applicability: Upon annexation, this overlay shall be applied to land
designated for residential use and subject to an adopted Conceptual Land
Use Plan requirement that the Minimum Density Overlay be applied to all
or a portion of the planning area in order to achieve a specified residential
density target. When SFR-OO zoning is initially adopted as a holding zone,
the overlay will still be adopted in accordance with the adopted
Conceptual Land Use Plan but will not apply until the land is re-zoned to

Minimum Density Overlay Page 4
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another residential zone. This overlay may also be applied to other land
within the City in combination with planning of mixed-use
neighborhoods. town centers. and activity centers.

C. Minimum Density Overlay Designation: An adopted Minimum Density
Overlay shall be designated on the Zoning Map with the letters "MDO"
followed by a numeral integer that specifies the minimum residential
density per acre that is to be required for residential development within
the overlay area. For example, "MDO-S" applied over an SFR-10 zoning
district requires that a minimum density of eight units per acre for
residential development rather than the standard minimum density of six
units per acre for that zoning district.

D. Base Zoning District: The Minimum Density Overlay specified for a
particular area by an adopted Urban Reserve Conceptual Land Use Plan
shall be paired with a base zoning district that both accommodates the
MOO specified density and is consistent with the GLUP Map.Designation
for the area. For example, an MOO-10 overlay for UR designated land on
the GLUP Map would be paired with SFR-10 zoning rather than MFR-15
zoning.

E. Removal/Amendment: The overlay may be removed or amended to
comply with changes to the Regional Plan Element or to implement an
alternative strategy demonstrating that the committed residential density
requirements of the Regional Plan will be met. For example, an MOO-10
overlay of lesser area could be substituted for an MDO-S overlay to
achieve the same overall target density for the planning area."

The proposed overlay is intended to provide the City with a method that may be used
in combination with any residential GLUP designation, but will likely have its greatest
utility would in combination with the Urban Residential designation as is discussed
above. For example, an urban reserve area may contain land where slopes exceed 5%
but are less than 15% for which a Conceptual Land Use Plan indicates is to be
designated UR on the GLUP Map. The SFR-4 zoning district would normally be applied
to UR designated lands with those slope conditions. However, the minimum density of
2.5 units per acre for the SFR-4 district may not be adequate to assure that the target,
or committed, residential density for the planning area will be achieved. In that
situation, an MOO-4 overlay could be applied to ensure that residential development
within that area will be at least four units per acre. With a PUO, the maximum density
can be as much as five units per acre.

The City may also utilize the overlay to achieve a particular urban form in addition to
the minimum committed densities . For example, we have worked already with the
owners of the properties located in urban reserve area MD-4 to prepare a Hillcrest
District conceptual land use plan utilizing an overlay strategy to assure that the target
density for MD-4 is achieved. An MDO-10 overlay would be applied to 27 acres of UR
designated land and an MDO-4 overlay would be applied to 120 acres of UR
designated land. In combination with 16 acres of UH designated land and 9 acres of
UM designated land, an overall residential density of 6.76 units per acre would be
assured at full buildout. The Regional Plan requires a minimum of 6.6 units per acre.

See table below.

Minimum Density Overlay Page 4
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The MDO-10 overlay would be arrayed alongside the town center area to provide for
higher residential densities around the town center but also allow for single family
detached homes at that density, much as a traditional downtown areas are
surrounded by traditional town-plat lots.

In meeting with the City planning staff to discuss this concept, it became apparent
that this overlay strategy could be effectively applied in coordinating conceptual land
use plans in other urban reserve areas to reconcile the Regional Plan's committed
density requirements with the City's identified urban land needs while also respecting
the neighborhood compatibility expectations of the existing community. Adoption of
the proposed draft code, or something similar, would provide for implementation of
the Conceptual Land Use Plans at such time as the respective urban reserve areas are
eventually added to the City. There may be some utility in utilizing the overlay for lands
already in the City as well, so the proposed code language includes a permissive
provision for that.

Thank you for expressing interest in considering this proposal further.

Very truly yours,

CSA Planning, Ltd.

Raul G. Woerner
Principal

RGW/m

Minimum Density Overlay Page 4
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{vii tehell, Thomas A
14·12 S. Stage Road
Medford, OR 97501

MAR 262015

Planning Dept.
March 24,2015

Medford Planning Commission

411 W 8th St. #310

Medford, OR 97501

Dear Medford Planning Commission,

I am writing this letter to voice my approval of the inclusion of our property at 1442 S.Stage Road, Map &

Tax lot: 382WOIBO 4600 into the Urban Growth expansion plan. Our property is the eastern 8.72 acre

parcel of MOB.We agree with the Staff recommendation that this property would yield very readily

developable property as mixed residential and commercial. I strongly urge the commissioners to seriously

consider this property and the others in MOB that were identified by your staff through their

comprehensive process. This property logically scored very high on all criteria as it is located on level

ground with 1300+ feet of Columbus Avenue frontage. It is already serviced with power, city sewer, water

and natural gas. It would provide very affordable homes and needed business space within walking

distance to South Medford High school. It is my understanding that all of the property owners in MOBare

unanimously encouraging and anticipating the inclusion of these properties into the Urban Growth

Boundary.

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to joining the City of Medford in the not too distant

future!

Sincerely,

Mitchell, Thomas A
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~.ECEIVED

MAR 262015

;'L.-:.. NNING DEPT.

March 26, 2015

City of Medford Planning Commission

RE: UGS Amendment MD-3 (Southeast Portion Thereof)
Lots: 37·1W·09-2600 & 2700

Dear Commissioners,

CSA Planning, Ltd
4497 Brownridge, Suite 101

Medford, OR 97504

Telephone 541.779.0569
Fax 541 .779 0114

Mike@CSAplanning.net

I encourage you to accept the staff recommendation to include the l60-acre property situated in
the south-east portion of MD-3, also described herein as the Autumn Hill plan and comprised of
Lots 37-1 W-09-2600 & 2700.

While there are a number of valid reasons to include the property, outlined in broad summary
herein below, the first and foremost reason to incorporate the property into the UGB is to
accommodate a much needed east-west higher order street connection in Northeast
Medford.

• Regionally S ignificant Transportation Connection:

The Regional Plan, adopted and incorporated into the City's Comprehensive Plan requires
all Concept Plans to identify 'regionally significant transportation connections' . The
subject property, as part of the proposed Autumn Hill development, can and will provide
for the extension of Owen's Drive between Foothill Road to the east and the currently
planned and approved section of Owen's Drive at McLaughlin Road to the west. The
subject property will also accommodate the much needed northerly extension of
McLaughlin Road.

Oregon Revised Statues provide that prior to amending a UGB to include additional lands,
the City must evaluate whether any public facilit ies are needed to serve lands currently
within their UGB . The City's Transportation System Plan (TSP) recognizes the intersection
of Delta Waters Road and Highway 62 as a failing intersection. The TSP also recognizes
Owens Drive as a means to sign ificantly offset the impacts to said intersection. By
including the Autumn Hill property into the UGB, the city will provide for a public facility
acknowledged as being needed in their TSP.

During the Planning Commission initial public hearing, it was mentioned by Public Works
that they would prefer to include lands on both sides of roads so that the entirety of the
road can be built. As part of the proposed Autumn Hill development, the entire width of
Owen's Drive can and will be accommodated within the subject property, consistent with
the stated Public Works' preference.

Owen's Drive is to be a higher order street. The portions of Owens Drive directly to the
west and currently within the City are designated in the TSP as being a major collector,
The staff proposed concept plan recognizes the portion of Owen's Drive crossing the
Autumn Hill property will also be a major collector. It is of significant import that the
Autumn Hill development proposes Owen's drive to be access restricted, minimizing the
number of lower order street connections to it and thereby allowing the higher order
street to actually function as a higher order street. There are many higher order streets in
Medford that, based on pre-existing conditions, have hundreds of direct residential
driveway connections that affect the ability of the street to function as a higher order
street. Such a condition exists in Delta Waters to the south. By access restring Owen's
Drive, the fore-mentioned Delta Waters condition will not occur.

• Target GLUP and Densities:

Densities: The staff recommended GLUP designations for the subject property are
consistent with the Regional Plan and help demonstrate the ability to achieve all required
densities . While the illustrative Autumn Hill master plan provided demonstrates one way
in which all target densities can be achieved, said plan is just one example. There are a
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number of ways in which a master plan could be developed for the area. The owners look
forward to working with the city to develop a master plan for the area in greater detail .

• Mixed Use - Walk-able Neighborhood

The property lends itself as a natural extension of the existing residential neighborhoods
situated in the Delta Water and Abraham Lincoln corridor. The mixture of some service
and neighborhood commercial will not only benefit residents of the Autumn Hill other
future residents of the area, it will greatly benefit existing residents to the south in a
location that is very close and desirable from bike and pedestrian perspectives.

The owners have worked closely with adjacent property owners to the west, currently
within the City, to coordinate all transportation connections and services.

The City proposed concept plan illustrates a future trail tying much of north Medford
together. Said trail traverses the subject property and would be a welcome amenity.

Abraham Lincoln School is currently situated at the northerly extent of the City. The
Autumn Hill property, being situated to the north and east of Abraham Lincoln will allow
the school to become more central to a neighborhood, thereby allowing kids from all
directions to walk or bike to school if so desired.

• Services

As noted herein above, the property is needed in order to accommodate a much needed
transportation connection in north Medford. As explained in the staff report, and
supporting testimony and evidence the property is serviceable with sewer, storm
drainage and water. All other utilities including but not limited to power and gas are also
at the property.

We understand the complexities associated with reviewing an amendment the City's UGB to
accommodate a 20-year supply. We appreciate your consideration and request you include the
Autumn Hill property within the City Urban Growth Boundary.

Very truly yours,

CSA Planning, Ltd.

~~
Michael Savage
Associate

Addressee Page :2
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March 25, 2015

MEDFORD PLANNING COMMISSION
c/o Planning Department
City Hall
Medford, OR 97501

URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY AMENDMENT
Testimony of Mahar Homes; Allen and Daralene Hansen, et al

Dear Chair and Commissioners :

eSA Planning, Ltd
4497 Brownridge. Suite 101

Medford. OR 97504

Telephone 541 .779 0569
Fax 541.779,0114

creigREc~D

~~R 2,6 7.015

I>~GDBP1'.

This testimony follows the Commission's first UGB public hearing of March 12, 2015
and is tendered on behalf of Mahar Homes, Inc. and its owners, including Michael T.
Mahar, Randal D. Jones, Louis F. Mahar, Mahar-Duke LLC, Julie Duke-Scott and
Cynthia A. Wickman, and also on behalf of Allen and Daralene Hansen, John R.
Hansen, Lee Harker and Steven Switzer, and Roy Bergstrom (hereinafter "Proposers").
The scoring. at least in certain categories, simply does not comport with the staff
recommendation. The following concerns the specific areas denoted in the headings
below, most of which involve the Planning Department's scoring categories and
methodologies:

Transportation Scoring

The staff report for the above captioned matter states that scoring for Transportation
was based upon the evaluation provided by the City's consultant Kittelson &
Associates in its Technical Memorandum #8 (Record p . 109-119). One additional
mention concerning Transportation scoring was made by the Planning Department
staff during the Commission's March 9.2015 study session. That mention concerned
a statement that the Proposal properties had streets serving them but these only
terminated at North Phoenix Road which left people with no good means to travel
elsewhere. This logic was apparently used in the scoring as the Proposal properties
were scored poorly on Transportation notwithstanding the high score given by
Kittelson.

First, the Kittelson Memorandum concluded succinctly that the Proposal lands were in
the most preferred general area of the City for growth of the four alternatives studied
- UGB expansion to the east (Kittelson Scenario 2) and to the east and southwest
(Kittelson Scenario 3). In summarizing the four scenarios, the Kittelson memo
summarizes its conclusions at Record p . 119, stating:

• "Scenarios 2 and 3 provide the lowest costs relative to the other scenarios as
improvements are limited to the southeast portion of the City. The
improvements in this area would benefit all of the scenarios assessed, and
would be implementable given the largely unbuilt areas surrounding these
corridors."

• "Scenarios 2 and 3 reduce congestion on 1-5 and OR 62. where improvements
will be very costly or infeasible."

On its own, the Kittelson memo argues for scoring the Proposal lands at the highest
levels while staff scoring produced a nearly opposite result. No substantive analysis
was published with the staff report to explain the methodology used to translate the
input analysis to assigned scores.

Again, the only explanation for the scoring discrepancy concerns staffs' verbal
statement that once to North Phoenix Road, traffic has no good means to travel
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elsewhere. This is inaccurate. As briefly explained during the March 12, 2015 public
hearing, the Proposal properties are currently served by Cherry Lane, McAndrews
Road, Barnett Road and Hillcrest Road. Cherry Lane provides north-south connectivity
allowing circulation to the north that connects up with McAndrews Road (which
actually goes over North Phoenix Road) and Hillcrest Road . However, after reaching
North Phoenix Road, each of these higher order streets proceed west, traversing east
Medford en route to central, north and west Medford. Moreover, traffic from the
Proposal area (and other lands in Medford's Southeast Area) have a choice in
accessing Interstate 5 - by way of the newly reconstructed Phoenix interchange or
west on Barnett Road to Medford's also newly reconstructed south interchange.

Under future conditions, this area will be served by a connection from Lone Oak to
Coal Mine Road that will proceed west via ..Juanipero. Additionally, during the
planning period for this UGB amendment, an overpass at South Stage Road is
anticipated which will provide a shortcut for people seeking to travel from east to
west Medford. See attached map that shows higher order transportation routes that
serve the Proposal lands.

In summary and consistent with Kittelson analysis, the Proposal lands are located in
the general area of the City that can accommodate traffic at least cost. This in
comparison to other lands proposed in the staff report to be included in the UGB
which are located in Medford's most highly congested areas where the scores were
equal or better than those applied to the Proposal lands.

If the City intends to base UGB boundary location decisions on a scoring methodology
for public facilities in a manner like that presented in the staff report, the applied
scoring should be derived from the input data analysis in a deductive manner. There is
an important disconnect between the evidence and scoring that should be rectified by
the Planning Commission in its deliberations and the Proposal Lands, consistent with
the Kittelson evidence, should be scored highly.

Sanitary Sewer Scoring

The Proposal lands were given the lowest score for sanitary sewer service. At Record
p. 120 Medford Public Works Department engineer Roger Thom states:

"Relatively, cost to upsize the sanitary sewer to accommodate ESA areas is as
follows:

"Northeast is the least expensive, Hillcrest is next, Southeast area is highest.
Southeast area could be looked at in a different way; currently there is
approximately 500 acres of land in the UGB that is not serviceable without sewer
upsizing. If funding was available to upsize for the current UGB, the incremental
cost to accommodate the new Southeast Area would be low."

The sanitary sewer scoring methodology is flawed in several ways as staff itself
acknowledged in the written staff report and in its oral testimony during the public
hearing and the Commission's earlier study session. On this and other points:

• Medford is served with sanitary sewer by two providers, the City and Rogue Valley
Sewer Services (RVSS) . As staff rightly points out, the two entities employ
significantly different approaches which mostly speak to the willingness of RVSS
to use expensive pumping stations to overcome topographic constrains; the City
requires all sewers to rely exclusively on gravity flows (without pumping stations).
This resulted in an apples-to-oranges comparison. The comparative cost to extend
sewers is not insignificant, although there is no mention of comparative cost
notwithstanding that Goal 14 requires the, "orderly and economic provision of
public facilities and services." The comparative cost to serve all potential UGB
lands must be evaluated in a manner that fairly compares alternative locations
based upon the physical challenges and potential solutions with the respective

Medford Planning Commission Po 02 , UGB Testimony and Evidence
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public facility plans for competing areas and not the relative attitudes about those
challenges between different service providers.

• As Public Works Department Director Cory Crebbin testified during the March 12,
2015 public hearing, all of the southeast candidate lands can be served with
sanitary sewer provided by the city. He further testified that downstream capacity
issues simply must be addressed and once addressed, the marginal cost to serve
the Proposal lands is low.

• Municipal revenue used to upgrade the capacity of existing sanitary sewer facilities
is generated by systems development charges (SDCs). If most or all UGB lands
were to be served by RVSS, the City would receive little or no systems
development charges - these instead would be paid to RVSS . Without additional
lands to spread the cost of needed improvements, the effective cost of service
extension for lands already within the UGB will be higher.

• Whether the 500 stranded acres already in the UGB (which were mentioned in Mr.
Thom's memorandum at Record p. 120) must be served is not an open question
nor is it optional. Much of the 500 stranded acres were included in the UGB in
1992 based upon the City then arguing that the land could and would be served.
The stranded lands must be served and how they will be served must be
determined in order to comply with substantive provisions of Goal 14.
Misconstruing the City's Sanitary Sewer Capital Improvement Plan by treating the
service of these lands as optional is not only bad public policy but produces a fatal
flaw and reversible error. It has been mentioned that there is no fatal flaw here
because Medford now permits septic systems to serve the stranded lands. This is
not correct. The City Council earlier permitted septic systems to address the need
of people who have waited over twenty years for sanitary sewer service to become
available. While septic systems can serve existing large parcels that have sufficient
space for tanks and drainfields, septic systems cannot substitute for public
sanitary sewer necessary to achieve planned urban housing densities.

• The owners of these Proposal lands will shortly submit an engineering solution
that demonstrates how the Proposal lands can be served with sanitary sewer
within the planning period. This plan will show these facilities will benefit
urbanization of lands already within the UGB. The economic and orderly extension
of public facilities and services should account for extensions that make servicing
lands within the existing UGB more cost effective (or even possible).

• Finally and with respect to the Proposal lands owned by Allen and Daralene
Hansen, the Planning Department also appears to assume that all of the Hansen
property must drain to the southeast which is one possible alternative. However,
Mr. and Mrs. Hansen engaged Dew Engineering to evaluate sewer service potential
by extension to Hillcrest Road. By elevation, approximately 52 of the 97 acres of
the Hansen property can physically gravity flow to Hillcrest Road and connect to
existing service lines. The Dew analysis was submitted into the record by Mrs.
Hansen during the March 12, 2015 public hearing .

In view of the testimony during the public hearing of March 12, 2015, the Planning
Commission should reexamine how the availability of sanitary sewer should properly
be scored and reconcile the disparate methodologies used by the two service
providers. This must include a reasonable reconciliation of the respective capital
improvement plans that lend appropriate weight to the factors of overall and marginal
cost and the necessity to serve lands already in the UGB. The Commission should
also consider a sanitary sewer scoring system that awards the highest score to lands
that facilitate extending sewer service to other lands already in the UGB. Doing so will
align the City's priorities with the requirements of Goal 14.

Medford Planning Commission Page 3 UGB Testimonv and Evidence
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Public Water Scoring

As stated in the Proposals at Record p. 391 through 402, representatives of Medford
Water Commission (MWC) have indicated that all lands within this Proposal area are
readily serviceable with municipal water over the next twenty years using only existing
facilities and facilities planned within its 10-year capital improvement plan. More
particularly, immediate water service is available to the Mahar Homes tract through the
extension of local water lines (through other Mahar-owned properties now being
developed) from water storage at the Stanford Reservoir. As demand increases, MWC
plans to construct an additional reservoir in Chrissy Park and it is in the MWC's
Capital Improvement Program. MWC representatives indicate that construction of this
reservoir could occur in as few as three years. Later, as demand occurs, the Proposal
lands would be served from the second planned reservoir in Chrissy Park which is
also within MWC's 10-year Capital Improvement Program. MWC representatives
indicate that construction of the second could occur in as few as five years. MWC has
already acquired land and easements for this both planned water reservoirs in Chrissy
Park. Similar to sanitary sewer service, the two planned Chrissy Park water reservoirs
are needed to serve lands already in the UGB. Given the factors of existing and
planned water service over short term stages of the planning period, water scoring for
the Mahar Homes Proposal appears not to be appropriate and should be reevaluated.

Moreover, there is structural defect in the entire scoring system applied for water
services. The Water Commission scored the ESA's on scale of 1 to 3. This was
translated to a score of 1, 3 or 5. A more reasonable translation of the MWC's scoring
to the overall scoring would have been to use a score of 2, 3 or 4 . This would have at
least included some weighting to reflect the reality that MWC's capital improvement
plan indicates all areas considered for inclusion can be served through the economic
and orderly extension of services without the need for extensive amendments to the
capital facility planning already in place.

High Density Residential Areas

Proposals from Mahar Homes and Allen/Daralene Hansen both contain areas shown
on their Proposal maps as high density residential. The same can and perhaps should
instead be shown as Areas of Service Commercial, permitting either commercial uses,
high density residential or a combination. Showing these lands as Service commercial
will satisfy the City's commercial land needs while not consuming the residential land
base.

Environmental, Economic, Social and Energy (ESEE) Consequences

The plain language of Goal 14 requires an evaluation of alternative boundary locations
based upon the, "comparative environmental, energy, economic and social
consequences" of each. The word "comparative" requires a comparison of UGB
candidate parcels (or other appropriate planning area unit) to one another based upon
the four ESEE factors. For each parcel (or area) the ESEE consequences must be
explained based upon information contained in the city and county comprehensive
plans (and other evidence of record, if any). The explanations can then be broadly
ranked as to whether the evaluated consequences are strongly positive, positive,
neutral, negative and strongly negative.

For example, the Commission heard testimony from a resident representing the Clover
Lane neighborhood who contended that further development in that area would be
disruptive to that existing neighborhood. Under this Goal 14 factor, this testimony
asserts a strong negative social consequence associated with the inclusion of certain
lands in the UGB. The Commission should evaluate that testimony along with other

Medford Planning Commission Psgo 4 UGB Testimony and Evidence
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social consequence considerations for that area to assign a value on the scale from
strongly positive to strongly negative.

The ESEE analysis is a process at its core. It is somewhat laborious. but it is not a
technical exercise. This is not an accident. It is 1 of only 4 factors in the alternative
boundary location analysis. The ESEE factor in Goal 14 prescribes a process to assure
that UGB amendments are not a paint-by-numbers exercise that overemphasizes
engineering considerations and de-emphasizes the fundamental reality that City
building is a human capital deployment enterprise. Staff identification of potential
consequences is but one source of input information that must be applied in the ESEE
analysis. It is not the Staff's role to substitute its judgment of ESEE consequences for
that of the Commission and ultimately the City Council. Far from a completion of this
Goal 14 factor, the March 12 th

, 2015 hearing was the start of the process.

The ESEE analysis should be integrated as a fundamental component of the decision
making process. It should not be treated as something to be constructed after
location of the UGB is determined. Instead, it should be given appropriate
consideration in the evaluation of alternative boundary locations.

Please make this communication a part of the record for the above captioned
proceedings.

CSA PLANNING, LTD.

CAS/m

cc. Michael Mahar
Randy Jones
Louis Mahar
Mahar-Duke LLC
Julie Duke-Scott
Cynthia A. Wickman
Allen and Daralene Hansen
John R. Hansen
Lee Harker and Steven Switzer
Roy Bergstrom

File

Medford Planning Commission Page 5 UGB Testimonv and Evidence
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March 25, 2015

Medford Planning Commission
c/o Planning Department
City Hall
Medford, OR 97501

MEDFORD URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY (UGB) AMENDMENT

Dear Chair and Commissioners:

RECEIVED

MAR 262015

PLANNING DFPT.

In arriving at your recommendation with respect to location of the Urban Growth Boundary, we
ask that the Planning Commission consider the following points which argue for inclusion of the
Mahar Homes tract:

1. Historical Perspective
This property is located in southeast Medford. Medford has sought to grow in an east and
southeast direction since the City's first planning efforts in 1910. That direction of urban
growth and form was further solidified in 1992 when Medford amended its UGB to include
the 1DOD-acre Southeast Area which is now being developed in accordance with plans that
took several years to develop.

2. Overarching Theme of Proposal
This proposal (which includes Chrissy Park) represents a planned and logical extension of
the City of Medford and Medford's highly successful Southeast Area. Beginning in in the
mid-90's, the Southeast Area was jointly planned by a collaboration of City officials and
private owners. Mahar Homes was a leader in this effort and instrumental in the planning
and implementation of this complex large-scale plan. The Southeast Area is now well on its
way to implementation, with single family housing, parks and greenway trails leading the
way for the recently approved a Village Commercial Center, and plans for other types of
housing.

Mahar Home's proposes that the City extend the Southeast Area further east into the foothills
in the way shown on the Concept Master Plan that was submitted earlier. See, Record p.
391. The trail system planned in the Southeast Area would be extended to form (at little or
no cost to the City) a continuous path that links the Bear Creek Greenway (and trails to the
west) through east Medford to the existing Southeast Area and its Commercial Center to an
anticipated park and school site, from there to Chrissy Park and north to ultimately to connect
to Prescott Park and its internal trail system that accommodates pedestrians, bicycles and
equestrian. The same will effectuate the City's adopted master plans for both Prescott and
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Chrissy parks. The trail system is well on its way as shown on the attached map and Mahar
Home's with the Medford Parks Department has pioneered ways to efficiently deliver parks
and trails. Walking and bicycling trails have become increasing important as a matter of
public health and help drive the acquisition of public infrastructure monies. The Medford
City Council's acquisition of land near Village Commercial Center has underscored
Medford's commitment to this vision and inclusion of these proposed lands will extend the
vision for another 20 plus years consistent with plans of the City that date from 1910.

3. Sanitary Sewer Service
This area, if included in the UGB can and will be served by municipal sanitary sewer, while
producing substantial systems development charges that will help pay for present system
deficiencies. Over the past year alone , Mahar Homes has contributed over $850,000 in
permits and fees, most of which were paid in SOC's for public infrastructure upgrades
throughout Medford. These have helped upgrade aging and failing downstream
infrastructure and Mahar Homes has have been doing this for the past forty years in Medford
with hopes to continue into the future.

Moreover, inclusion of the proposed properties will provide the appropriate sanitary sewer
fall and connection for many properties along Cherry Lane Road that were earlier included
in the UGB but which cannot be served without the inclusion of the proposed properties, the
owners of which have already waited over twenty years to be served with sanitary sewer.

4. Vitality of the Southeast Area's Village Commercial Center
This area is linked to the Southeast Area 's Village Commercial Center. Residential building
in the proposed area will strengthen the economic viability of the Center by affording
customers a broader array of goods and services that come about from having a larger market
area to serve. This will in tum reduce miles traveled to obtain needed goods and services.

5. Central to Planned Shopping and Employment Areas
The proposed employment campus along North Phoenix Road in south Medford will provide
needed living wage jobs in an important new area. The Proposal lands will provide proximal
housing to both shopping and employment areas that will facilitate opportunities for non
traditional automobile travel without necessity to cross Interstate 5. More particularly, the
trails within the existing Southeast Area (and Proposal lands) connect to sidewalks and bike
lanes along North Phoenix Road which, in addition to connecting to shopping areas , also
connect to the future employment campus and afford people who live in the Southeast Area
to travel to work and shopping without necessity to travel by automobile.

6. Commitment to the Southeast Area and Consequences for Mahar Homes
Mahar Homes has evidenced a strong commitment to the Southeast Area. However, within
four or fewer years, Mahar Homes will lack land to supply Medford 's primary residential
market - single family homes on standard sized lots. The inclusion of this property is
necessary for the survival of our company. While other housing types are planned and
intended, the development of homes on standard single family lots will drive the market for
higher density housing that will be provided later in the planning period.
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7. Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) Support.
There has long been in support for development along the South Stage, North Phoenix,
Foothills corridor for multiple reasons , not least of which is because it reduces pressure on
Interstate 5 and the viaduct for local travel and affords alternative access if a major
catastrophe were to close the viaduct. The alternative is routing freeway traffic through
downtown Medford. Evidence of support by OOOT and the Oregon Transportation
Commission is evidenced by their support of the City of Medford and Jackson County's
application for TIGER grant funding to effectuate the needed transportation system
improvements. A critical element in the City's application included a comprehensive urban
trail system.

For the reasons mentioned above and other reasons discussed in a letter provided by our
consultants, CSA Planning, Ltd., we respectfully request that the Planning Commission
reevaluate the methodologies used to score candidate UGB lands and find that this land is wholly
suitable and appropriate for future urban growth over the next twenty years.

Very truly yours,

Michael T. Mahar
President
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CABLE HUSTONll1

TOMMY A. BROOKS

March 26, 2015

VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL

Medford Planning Commission
c/o Planning Department
200 South Ivy Street
Lausmann Annex, Room 240
Medford, OR 97501

tbrookc@eb1chuston.com
www.cabld1uston.com

RE: URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY AMENDMENT PROJECT
Testimony of Allen and Daralene Hansen

Dear Chair and Commissioners:

Allen and Daralene Hansen have engaged this firm to represent them as part of their participation
in the City's Urban Growth Boundary ("UGB") Amendment Project. Our initial task is to assist
our clients in evaluating the record and process to-date to identify any major areas of concern
that may present bigger issues down the road for the City or any stakeholders. We have not yet
had the opportunity to conduct an exhaustive review ofall the technical details of the project, nor
would such a review be practical or appropriate at this early stage. However, based on the
review we have done. we believe we have a unique opportunity to share some broad comments
on the overall direction of the project as you continue your review. The purpose of this letter is
to identify some key issues we believe can and should be addressed as the decision-making
process unfolds.

Coarse Filter

It is the City's obligation to provide the proper justification for excluding lands from further
consideration during the UGB amendment process. The staff report utilizes a "coarse filter" to
identify lands that will be further considered. The staff report would benefit from additional
explanation that clearly states how the two factors of proximity and parcel size provide an
adequate basis for excluding lands from further consideration under all of the factors relating to
implementation ofStatewide Planning Goal 14 (uGoa114").

The record does not appear to include a detailed composite map for the proximity and parcel size
scoring factors in Stafrs analysis. CSA Planning prepared such a composite map of these two
criteria and forwarded it to Cable Huston, which we attach to this letter. The map appears to
show several areas that made it through the coarse filter that scored no better than other areas

Suite 2000, 1001 ~ Alth Avenue. Portland, Oregon 972D4-1136 • Phone: 503.224.3092 • Fax: 503.2243176 • www.cablehustol\.mm
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that were eliminated by the filter. The map also appears to show several areas that scored well
for these criteria but thatdid not pass through the coarse filter. It may be that none ofthese lands
are appropriate for UGB inclusion in this amendment and that they are properly excluded from
further detailed consideration. Nevertheless, it is important that the final decision explain what
other factors were used to exclude these lands and how they were properly excluded under the
Goal 14 Boundary Location Factors - especially where the exclusion does not appear to comport
with the methods under which it was excluded.

Scoring and Staff Recommendation Are Not Consistent

The scoring does not appear to comport with the Staff's current recommendation. For example,
simple arithmetic of the Hansen's property indicates that property has a composite score of 18
under the Staffscoring system (proximity+parcelsize+transportation+water+sewer). The Staff
recommendationincludes a proposal to include lands south ofCoker Butte Road that have a
composite score of only 14. Out ofa possible score of25, the Hansen property scores a 72%,
while the Coker Butte property scores a 56%. If these were letter grades on a 25-point exam, the
Hansen property would get a "C" and the Coker Butte property would get an "F'. The Staff
report mentions other factors in its analysis, but these are treated as minor and not determinative.
Extending the analogy, the methods described in the Staff report would imply these factors could
change a "D+" to a "C·", but would not warrant changing an "F' to a "C" or a "C" to an "F".
The precise rationale for including lands that would be inconsistent with the general selection
method developed should be explained in clear and more understandable terms.

Over-reliance on "Objective Scoring" may prove Problematic

Some testimony in the record already calls into question some of the specific scoring numbers.
For example, some testimony in the record raised serious issues with respect to the way several
of the public facilities were scored. Small changes in numbers would result in outcomes that are
potentially very different. Such an approach can fall victim to the type ofproblems encountered
by other jurisdictions around the state that have sought to establish urban reserves.

The testimonyprovided by the Public Works Department on sewer is an example ofthe
subjectivityofcriteria that seem objective, like sewer service extensions. Capital facilities plans
are complex. Choices about matters such as System Development Charge levels, pace of
development,and the overall level ofdevelopmentnecessary to fund needed improvementsare
all major policy choices that cannot be reduced to a score that determines which option is the
"cheapest from one to five." Reducing them to a score that is the "cheapest from one to five"
may ultimatelyprove to be problematic when writing findings of compliance with statewide
planning goal factors that are not framed in such a categorical manner. Examples of the types of
questions and associated "scoring" that are better aligned with the Goal 14 language, in the
context of this type of legislative UGB amendment, would be the following:

What is the nature and extent of public facility plan updates or changes that will be required
to serve respective candidate areas?

9991.069\4832-537Q.9587.v I
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Will any of those updates require improvements that are not likely to be fully funded by the
new development they would serve?

Are there areas that will improve the operationor extensionofpublic facilities to serve lands
already in the UGa?

The Cityand County are at risk ofspendinginordinateamounts oftime and energyscoring and
rescoring various lands without gettingsignificantly closer to explainingwhy the lands soughtto
be included are in fact being includedunderGoal 14.

Agricultural Impacts and ESEE Analysis Warrant Attention

The Staff's treatmentof potentialagricultural land impactsand the Economic, Social,
Environment, and Energy ("ESEE'') analysiswarrant additional attention. These two criteria are
fully half ofthe UGa boundary locationalternative criteria in Goal 14.

With respectto agricultural land impacts, a bufferingsystem may well renderdirect impactsto
adjacent agricultural lands substantially equivalentacross the various lands being considered for
inclusion. However, impacts such as increased urban traffic on roads that will still be used by
intensive agriculture will not be solved by landscapebuffering. The UGB proposalwill be
strengthened by a meaningful comparison ofagricultural impacts for alternativeboundary
locations that considers indirect impactsto agricultural lands and operations.

The ESEE analysis is the opportunityto weigheconomic, social, enviromnental, and energy
benefitsand challenges ofalternativeboundary locations. The ESEE analysis is fundamentally a
processand should be integratedas a majorcomponentof the decision-making process. It
shouldnot be treatedas a set offindings to be constructed after a UGB location is determined
througha process that failed to give appropriate consideration to the ESEE consequences of
alternative boundary locations in the first instance.

Land Need

Land need is a major issue for most all UGa amendments. 1000 Friends ofOregonraisedsome
concerns regarding the land needjustificationdescribed by City Staff. The issues raisedby 1000
Friendsare technical in nature and will need to be thoroughly addressed. We plan to review
these issuesand to provide a detailedresponse over the next severalweeks. However, thereare
some criticalitems that we recommend be placed in the recordby Staff as soon as practicable so
that we can support the UGB processon these technical issues. Specifically, we suggestStaff
place the following materials in the record:

• All adoption docwnents for Ute Housing Element. This should include the public notice,
the notice to DLCO, the adopting ordinance, and the supporting findings. It should also
includerelated correspondence fromthe State.

9991.069\4832·S370-9S87.v I
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• All adoption documents for the Economic Element. This should include the public
notice, the notice to DLCD, the adopting ordinance, and the supporting findings. It
should also include related correspondence from the State.

Cable Huston looks forward to working with the City on this importantproject and we look
forward to a fair and beneficial UGBamendment process for the City of Medford and Jackson
County.

Sincerely,

Tommy Brooks

TAB:jpd

9991 .069\4832-S370-9S81.vl
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In regards to subject property MDS

Medford Planning Commission

Dear Commission,

r appreciate your time in considering my insights. I oversee the residential building of Summerfield

housing in Southeast Medford. In my profession I am constantly in touch with the needs, wants and

desires of local homebuyers as well as those relocating to Medford. I would say undoubtedly, that the

number one issue that people comment upon when locating here is the need for more parks, trails,

and outdoor space, so they can enjoy the Rogue Valley.

I closely follow the trends of building neighborhoods and communities extensively not only here, but

across the state and nation. I find that I am constantly reading about the desirability of having

communities that offer great livability and recreational activities.

MDS has the ability to add real value to the community; it goes beyond just the person buying a home

in Summerfield. This trail system is one that would start at a Village Center and if one wanted, could go

up to Chrissy Park (165 acres) and beyond to Prescott park. It is also something that could be taken the

other direction east to The Medford Greenway.

As this area continues to grow we have to consider the livability appeal to our future residents,

members of our current community and the generations to come. We need to create an environment

which offers recreational appeal with easy access and highlights the natural beauty of our community.

Medford has the potential to provide something special to the community. With two dedicated parks,

the potential for direct trail/park access as already planned within The City Parks Long Range Leisure

Services Plan, in conjunction with a builder/developer that shares the same vision. This trail system is

something that communities across the nation would desperately try and work into their future plans,

but rarely do they have the components listed above that make it a possibility.

I would askThe Commission, when going over UGB expansion. Which properties add value to the

community? What does the Medford of the future want to offer to current and future residents? I see

no greater value than the aspects that this piece of property adds. This property has the potential to

shape a community and generate enthusiasm for an active lifestyle that highlights the great beauty of

our region.

Thank you,

Mike Mahar Jr.
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March 26, 2015

Medford Planning Commission
c/o Planning Department
City Hall
Medford, OR 9750 I

Urban Growth Boundary Amendment
City Sanitary Sewer

Dear Commissioners:

During the Commission's public hearing of March 12,2015 I entered into the public record background
information obtained from the Medford Public Works Department concerning how sewer service was
scored for the City versus scoring for Rogue Valley Sanitary Sewer (RVSS) with respect to potential
service areas within Medford proposed 20-year UGB expansion. To expand on the testimony of Public
Works Director, Cory Crebbin during the hearing (and with his permission) we have engaged qualified
civil engineer Mark Dew to perform an actual External Study Area (ESA) sanitary sewer assessment
(attached) for the northeasterly portion of MOS. This now exists as the only UGB candidate area that has
been technically examined with respect to sanitary sewer and the analysis shows that it is readily
serviceable at very little marginal cost.

Please note in Mr. Dew's analysis, the very large area that can be served by gravity sewers in both the
existing UGB and proposed UGB expansion area. Some of the acreage can only be accommodated by
gravity sewers if our area is included in the expanded UGB. Moreover, the cost of serving this area is
substantially reduced if it can be served through our property (rather than other alternatives). Finally, it is
noteworthy that Chrissy Park would also lack a means to obtain public sanitary sewer and connecting
trails to meet Medford 's Leisure Services Plan, without the inclusion of our property.

The technical data submitted here is conclusive and clearly illustrated in the attached map. The marginal
costs to include the Mahar Homes tract (if paid by the City) on the upsizing from 8" to 12" sewer pipe is
less than $48,000. Since this is new development total cost is likely to be only a fraction of that amount.

Please consider the full benefits our property brings to the 20-year UGB expansion. Viewed in proper
context, this property should score very high in comparison to other lands which lack immediate access to
sanitary sewer.

Respectfully,

~~~tJ,~
Randall D. Jones
Partner/General Manager
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A CIVIL & STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING FIRM

Southeast Sewer Service Plan
ProceduraI~arrative

~CE1'VEJ)

MAR 26 2015
PL~

GDEPT.
March 26, 2015 .
Project No. 15-005

The purpose of the following narrative is to give a briefoverview ofhow the sewer pipe
locations and sizes were determined.

The sewer lines shown on the attached Southeast Sewer Service Plan were located to follow the
proposed road layout shown in the Southeast Circulation Plan while also maintaining a positive
gradient in the pipe. Their location topographically provides service to all ofNortheast MD-5
area and the northerly 75% of the Existing UGB that is currently not served.

The design flow rate was determined by using the residential population forecast generated by
eSA, then dividing the total population by 2.2 people per household, then multiplying the
number ofhouseholds by 200 gallons per day per house. This number is then multiplied by a
Peaking Factor (PF) which is calculated as 1+(14/(4+sqrt P)), where P= population in the
thousands. And finally, an Inflow & Infiltration of 1000 gallons per day per acre added to
determine the total design flow.

Three key locations were evaluated in the spreadsheets shown below and are identified on the
Plan as Sewer Study Stations:

Station #1 - located at the westerly edge ofNortheast MD-5
Station #2 -located west ofLone Oak
Station #3 - located at North Phoenix Road

Determination of Flow (cfs)
Area Population Houses GPD PF Acres Flow

NEMD-5 2729 1240 200 2.52 382 1.6
Ex UGB-East 1254 570 200 2.86 151 0.7

Station #1 3983 1810 200 2.36 533 2.1

Station #1 3983 1810 200 2.36 533 2.1
Ex UGB-mid 1444 656 200 2.79 180 0.8

Station #2 5427 2467 200 2.23 713 2.8

NEMD-5 2729 1240 200 2.52 382 1.6
ExUGB 4854 2206 200 2.28 655 2.6

Station #3 7583 3447 200 2.10 1037 3.8
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Southeast Sewer Service Plan
March 26, 2015
Page 2 of2

The sewer pipes were then sized based on the design flow rate calculated in the spreadsheet
above (in cubic feet per second) and the slope of the existing ground where the pipe is shown.

Pipe Capacity verses Actual Pipe Flow
Station prn.e SI<m.e Canacirv Demand

#1 8" 4.0% 2.4 2.1
#2 8" 5.5% 2.8 2.8
#2 12" 3.0% 6.2 2.8
#3 12" 2.5% 5.6 3.8

Conclusion:

An 8" sewer pipe has the capacity to handle the flow generated from the 547 acres in the
Northeast MD-5 area (of which 165 of those acres are part of Chrissy Park and excluded from
the calculations) and 321 acres from the existing UGB north and west of the Northeast MD-5
area that currently aren't served. However, when the grade shallows, approximately 600' west
of the Northeast MD-5 boundary, the pipe will need to be increased to a 12" pipe to handle the
additional flow and flatter slopes. As shown in the calculations above, a 12" pipe at Sewer Study
Station #3 has nearly 50% more capacity than the actual demand generated from all ofNortheast
MD-5 (547 acres) and all of the Existing UGB currently not served (655 acres).

Respectfully submitted,

DEW E7GINEERING, INC.

flLLQ<--,
Mark R. Dew, P.E.
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